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JOHNSON ACCEPTS

FREIGHT
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AEROPLANE

Will Make Ten Days' Cruise Too Wet or Too Dry in Ken Novel Contract for Delivery Agrees to Meet Sam Lang-for- d
of Mining Machinery
in the Prize Fight
on Mayflower Up North j
tucky, Tennessee and
Just Closed
Arena
Coast
Indiana

In-

dian Reservations and
National Parks

Will Traverse Quay and

IS
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7, 1910

SMASHED II

STOP

AT

BAR

GAMS,

HARBOR,

ORCHAROS

SUFFER PUTS

ARIZONA

IN

LIMELIGHT (THE ANTIP1GTURE

NIOMiENT

Will Convey Heavy Load 300" Notice Given That It Will Be
Delegation Named for Gran Quivira Declared National Will Play Golf Wherever Links Cleveland Observatory Spots,
Miles Into Inaccessible
Monument by Proclamation
Temblor of Great
Brought Up in House of
Appear Attractive
Irrigation Congress at
Commons.
Mountains.
Him.
of
Taft.
to
President
Intensity.
Puebb.

Strong

i

New York. July 7. Joe Woodman,
Douglas, Ariz., July 7. Dr. J. J.
Louisville, Ky., July 7. With
Washington, D. C, July 7. SecreBeverly, Mass., July 7.- - Apparently
A.
M.
of Sam Laugford, telegraphwith
has
contracted
left
manager
Armstrong
tary of the Interior Ballinger
President enjoys his vacation and bursts and drouths spotting the
Williams, an aviator of thi-- t city, to ed here today that he had accepted
Washington today for a trip of inspec
absolute freedom
from official tucky map and surplus rain in Ten- convey
placer mining machinery from the otter of Jack Johnson to meet
tion westward which will cover a
and southern Indiana, the crop Douglas to his property in the Chi-i- s Langford for $20.nou side bet and asks
cares
which
began
yesterday and he nes-period of several mouths. He will visit
going to extend it. Beginning July situation has reached an acute stage. huahua mountains, Mexico, a distance Johnson to post his forfeit for a
several reclamation projects, Indian
reservations and national parks and IS, the President will take a ten days' (WJ WI1 or 100 dry weather has not- oi about three hundred miles. The match on his arrival here on Monday.
will include New Mexico and Arizona cruise on the yacht Mayflower accom- - only ctu the products of truck gard- machinery can be carried onlv in cue Woodman wires that he wills telegraph
end as
ening and small fruit j(J per cent, but hundred pound lots. Williams owns the deposit to bind Langfo;-.l'in his itinerary.
Dy an mempeis ot nis lmnie- wrought tremendous
j panted
and operates a monoplane and this soon as he learns that Johnson's
corn
to
damage
Enemy of Statehood Defeated.
diate family. The President will sail and wheat.
probably is the first contract made money is up.
Special to The New Mexican.
of Great Intensity
Johnsons' Home Coming.
calling for the commercial use of
the
he
will slop a day
Earthquake
north
up
coast;
Washington, D. C, July 7. Asher or two at Bar Harbor and
Cleveland, Ohio, July 7. An earth a heavier than air machine.
Chicago, 111., July 7. When Jack
in
may
drop
C. Hinds smashed the Hale machine
Johnson returns to his home here this
at several other points of interest. His quake apparently nearer a.nd of greatafter forty years of control and deer
than
six
afternoon there will be no disorder it
within
other
intensity
any
HOME
SEEKERS
STILL
clubs will be carried aloug and
feated Hale's son, Fred, for Congress golf
mouths was recorded at St. Ignatius
can prevent it. Chief
the poplinNEW
COMING
MEXICO.
TO
an
whenever
set
attractive
looking
Hinds
is
by a unanimous nomination.
It
last
Stollard
will
college
have a score or more
observatory
night.
of eighteen holes appears on the horiis now mentioned as candidate for
estimated that the disturbance was
at, the railroad station and
policemen
the
will
zon,
anchor
Makes
of
Muller
Fred
Mayflower
Major
Reports
1.5'Hi to 2.000 miles distant.
speaker against Joe Cannon, Mann
in the neighborhood of the Johnson
Land Office Business for the
and Champ Clark. Hinds was promptDrouth Broken in Oklahoma.
home at 3311 Wabash avenue, where
Month
of
June.
and Democratic
er to Republican
Ardmore,
Okhi., July 7. Heavy
the
champion "mainline" awaits him.
SNYDER FOR PRESIDENT
rains in southern Oklahoma early
speakers for many years. The Hate
the authorities will not. alAlthough
state-to-bNATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL
Sunshine
ASSN.
The
still claims low
machine fought statehood for New
broke the drouth
of several
the
organized parade
regularly
the attention of homeseekers
and
weeks duration.
Mexico and Arizona for forty years.
an
he
will
there
imposing
string of
while
entries
the
the
during
past automobiles behind the Johnson
Nebraska Gets a Gully Washer.
Gran Quivira Ruins National Park. Well Known Educator and Orator of
mamonth were perhaps fewer than prethe Centennial State is Slated
A proclamation has been signed by
Omaha, Neb., July 7. The greater
for
station
chine
the
when
leaves
he
vious months, the report of Receiver
for the Horror.
President Taft which sets aside the
part of Nebraska received a good Fred Muller
the
his
At
his
residence.
home,
of the local land office
Gran Quivira ruins in the northeastsoaking rain today, in some instances
Regiment band of the Illinois
Boston, July 7. Z. X. Snyder, presi- reaching two inches. Growing crops shows that New Mexico still "looks Eighth
ern corner of Socorro county, as a naNational
Guard (colored) will seresimto
many followers of the
tional monument. These ruins are dent of the Colorado state normal were burning up in many parts of the good"eountrv
nade him, following which he will hold
life.
ple,
was
today nominated by the state.
the remains of an old Spanish church school.
share.
During June there were 77 original j a reception.
on nominations
for next
e on TnHian nuehlo. located just committee
nA
Oh, You Lion Tamer.,
homestead
Delegates to Irrigation Congress.
entries, covering an area
of
National
Educational BROKE DURATION RECORD
the
south of the Manzano forest reserve, president
Chicago.
July 7. "There's the boy
in
$080
of
10,113.40
acres; giving
Whereas, the Eighteenth National Army Engineers Coming to New Mex- - j Association.
AT AVIATION MEET.
that
brought the bacon home," shoutfees and $384.75 in commissions. UnI
Irrigation Congress will meet in the
Chicago Woman Smashes Slate.
jCOi
one.
ed
"Oh, you lion tamer," yelled
der
the
act
19,
there
!
of
1900,
20th
February
city of Pueblo, Colo., September
Chicago, 111., July 7. Mrs. Ella French Aeronaut
Remained in Air were 20
The war department announces that
another.
The Eighth reigment band
of
an
area
entries,
covering
to 30th, 1910; and
for
Mr.
defeated
Snyder
More Than Three Hours and
the army engineers who are to act as Flagg Young
The
- played "The Conquering Hero."
commisfees
$200;
5,080.27
acres;
Covered 155 Miles.
Whereas, New Mexico has been in- an advisory board in irrigation pro-- 1 president when the matter came be
were 18 final champion s mother stood in the door
sions
There
$190.40.
a
said
me
to
vote
oi ok
convention, ny
vited to send representatives
ar
hPln snend 120.000,000 ap-- i lore
homestead entries, covering an area way tears streaming down her cheeks.
Con-- ; to 376
Plain. Rheims. France, of $2,640.52 and
congress;
Bethany
by the last session of
propriated
bringing commissions "Hello Mammy," shouted her son. Her
Women Angry at Snyder.
Now Therefore, I, William J. Mills, gress will leave Washington aoout
arms were thrown around his neck
July 7. Molies Dauers today broke of $105.
Denver, Colo., July 7. Dr. Z. X. Sny- the duration record at the aviation
governor of the territory of New Mex- July 20 in two parties, one taking in
and tJiey entered the house together.
homestead
Of
entries
commuted
ico by virtue of the authority in me the projects under consideration
president or tne coioracto btaie rneet now in progress here. He re- - there were 39 covering an area of
In Interest of Public Decency.
uu' ' 1u1""ub
mamed in the air three hours and tor- - 0,040.16 and
vested, do hereby appoint the follow- Montana ' Idaho ' Washington and ure--i
fees of $7,559.25.
bringing
London,
July . Sir Howell Davis
,
..
.
e...
a .. .is..,
tiho
Educational
National
nf
idenrv
v.
n
in
-- "
nve n:uiius auu i:im;ifu
uiauuux There were seven excesses, involving has given notice of nis intention to
ing named residents of this territory gOll and One tue suumeiii piujcvio, w
amu m ououm, of lod mlles
as delegates to said congress, the time Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico. ""yual,uu.
an area of 23.88 acres and payments ask the home secretary in the House
a Late cablegram.
and place above given:
Grand valley project in uoioThe
in money of $29.90. There was one of Commons in the "interest of public
..v.
"M.
Hon. George Curry, Tularosa, N.
Plains, Ktieims, July v. isolated tract sale of 40 acres and decency" to prohibit the exhibition of
rado will be one of the first visuea
M Oleislesera
todav" broke the eleven
Hon. H. J. Hagernian, Roswell, N. M. and the engineers will then go to the schools. ;
.3
,
of the Johnson-Jeffrie- s
iiluc
fight.
original desert entries covering
Charles Springer, Cimarron, N. M. Pathfinder dam in Wyoming. Secre-- 1
record for duration and distance in 1,716.15 acres and bringing in $429.15. pictures
Falls in Line.
Wichita
L.
Norman W. Bartlett, Vermejo, N. M, tarv Ballinger will visit some of the wmen are up in arms. Mrs. Helen
He
here.
the aviation meet in progress
Wichita, Kan., July 7. Citizens,
' "
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas, N. M.
remained in the
air two Hours and ANOTHER AUTOMOBILE
nroiects ' taking in those that he
ant;"?
.
.
n
men and city officials startItninrado
ho
than
pnnlH
thine
far
business
'
e
e
'
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas, N. M.
me
tnirty-nmtuirty-ntnminutes and
not inspect on his trip tnrougn
SCORCHER KILLED. ed a movement today to prevent the
in
to
name
man
used
be
let
his
oppoG. F. Flick, Santa Fe, N. M.
seconds, covering a distance of 15S.35
west a year ago.
t
o
exhibition
sition to that of the first woman can-- j miles.
the Jeffiries-JohnsoAmado Chaves, Albuquerque, N. M.
of Census are Being Given
Kincaid, Ind., July 7 Thomas Kin-cai- tight pictures.
Reports
N.
didate
for
of
the
the
presidency
M.
Oscar Snow, Las Cruces, N.
Made Glorious Flight on Ocean.
Out.
a well known automobile driver,
E. A."
Roswell Bars the Pictures.
Atlantic City, N. J., July 7. Glenn was killed at. Indianapolis Motor speed
George H. Webster, Jr., Cimarron,
Washington, July 7. The census
Mary C. C. Bradford, county supeN. M.
nn tha irnn'k in trial . . The movement against the exhibibureau today announced the following rintendent of schools of Denver, says: H. Curtiss went to sea in his aero- ?oT- - TJTo
to
continues
tion
of
the
In
fight
a
last
pictures
F. G. Tracey, Carlsbad, N. M.
plane
glorious practice when the car, a National, ran
reports of population:
i'T can't believe it Dr. Snyder is too flight of ten evening.
miles he won the distinc- - off the high embankment at the south- - Srw- Roswell, N. M., Johnston, Pa.,
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces, N. M.
T,awtnn Citv. Okla.. 7,788; Blodsoe
with
value
conversant
the
thoroughly
tion Qf be,ng (he firgt of the blrd men east corner of the course. He was, and Pasadena, Calif., are among the
Byron O. Beall, Roswell, N.' M.
county, Tennessee, 6,329; the follow- j cities
whose officials have announced
Homer W. Schofield, Alamogordo, ing counties in Texas
Hardin, 12,- his own state, and too great a lover to course over the open ocean.
caught beneath the wreck.
o inhibiting the pic-th- e
as
and
currents
intention
air
their
.
Through
swirly
N. M.
9,695;
1.
been
1
'
Kincaid
had
by
i
f
f iiu Al,
employed
947:
Marion, 10,472; ..Mills,
uuuseu
to
leiiu
ims
oi
piut
S
jusuce
as
M
as
Qie
in
while
tures
those
encountered
at
tricky
E. L. Bernard, Fort Sumner, N.
National Motor Vehicle Company
Titus. 16.422; Tom Green, 17.88Z, ana to defeat tjhe will of the majority."
his
flight of Monday he for several years and during the last mayor declared
"';'
Done at the executive office this the the following cities of Texas: ban
is glad of the drovespectacular
Decker
Piatt
Sarah
his plane at a speed which two vears has hpen ensaeed exclus-- . his boys to see
Abilene
7th day of July, A. D. 1910.
and
City,
10,321,
contest. "Let them run against each reached a mile
Angelo,
a minute at least. It
meeting will be
Witness my hand and the great
other. Good! If women are to get was 7:30 o'clock before Curtiss' flight ively in driving racing cars.
of c
At- - federation
Mexico.
at
was
notable
His
last
seal of the territory of New
victory
the
things they must compete with
was over and nearly 25,000 persons anta this
- council will be
drivwhen
BY
he
his
J.
and
MILLS,
W,
KILLED
(Seal.)
year
BROTHERS
other sex. But I hope that Mrs.
Governor.
LIGHTNING NEAR CLAYTON. Young wins. There are 6,000 members missed their dinners rather than miss ing partner Johnny Aitken, won a ordinance barri
a
of
the spectacle.
single minute
two hundred mile race on the two Separate Exhib
NATHAN JAFBy the Governor:
in the N. E. A. and of this number
Curtiss today will attempt a fifty mile race course.
FA Secretary of New Mexico.
Union County Cowboys Sought Shelter 4,000 are women.
mile speed flight over the city and sea
Water Rights Applications.
Chicago, III.,
Under a Tree During a Thunder
"Ella Flagg Young is a wonderful front if the weather is favorable.
Thos.
COURSE THAT WOULD BE
made
has
been
by
all important to
Application
Storm With the Usual
woman who was elected superintendWISE IN SANTA FE. that only two,
L. Loftus for 185 second feet of the
Result.
ent of the Chicago schools over a PETITION TO LIMIT GROWTH
flow of the Animas river in San Juan
Cincinnati, and
ereat number of men. She gets a sal- OF MONASTIC ORDERS.
Milwaukee, July 7. Mayor Seidel the state, will
county. A bond for $8,000
While returning on their horses on ary of j1000o a year. Wtoen she was
wrote a letter to Chief of Police John
Thus far, more
ied the application.
July 4 from Clayton, Union county, . elected it was after competitive
Commercial Bodies Complain That T. Jannssen saying that it is desire the fight pictur
par-than $50,000 of bonds have been filed
their
contbeen
amtnation.
so
had
visiting
She
interested
the
day prohibited
they
the Monks Monopolize Many
of the present administration that the .liflaysburg, Tei
with new applications and there is a ents and their sweethearts, Thomas mittee that they remained two hours
Branches
of
-'
Industry.
of
or
the
sale
the
intoxicating but there will
serving
steady Increase in the business of
and Lydell Mackey, brother's, two pop- to hear her plans,
to visitors be abolished in all for whites and
office of the territorial engineer. The ular
young cowboys, were struck by
"gne is 54 years of age, not the mili- - Madrid, July 7. Commercial bodies drinks n Milwaukee
used for immoral
board of trustees of the Commercial
Films She
during a terrific rain and tant BUffragette type of woman, but have joined ina petition to the gov- places-iAs
is the head
the
Club of Clayton, Union county, adopt- lightning
mayor
purposes.
Kmea.
core
of
'her
to
heart."
storm
Jul
and instantly
electric
tie
motherly
Chicago,
ernment
in
favor
of limiting the
ed the following resolutions in rela- The bodies were found by a searching j Mrs. Adella Bailey,
department Tit
of the
off India, has j
nlonastlc orders
president
Vth
They
a
tion to the new requirement that
the pictures,
enUt
wl?
IV11
t that the orders aremonopoliz- bond must be filed with applications two
normal
the
that the dema
by the cowboys
horses
and
of
branches
ing
many
industry
once.
for water rights: "Resolved, That were iouuu uu uie -.-u6C with their school should not run against a wont
of the exhibit!
COmmerce.
The
Republican organiza
the board of trustees of the Clayton saddles still on. The brothers bad an when he comes from a suffragette
is spreading in
tkms haye
ed tnemseves to
TOOK JUST OUE DRINK
Commercial Club expresses is satisfacstate.
sought
and
dismounted
gest that the f
tevidently
t
nro
religious
government's
OF WHISKY TOO MANY.
tion with the action of the territorial
tae
num. me
a
stroy the film
iree
shelter
under
gram.
N. J., July 7. To win a bet owners.
engineer, Vernon L. Sullivan, requir- which
Newark,
did
BIG
TO
RECEPTION
animals
the
explains why
New Orders to Be Excluded.
of Jl which he had made with a
ing bonds of water rights applicants not meet the same fate as their
DELEGATE ANDREWS TONIGHT
Denoun
Madrid, July 7. King Alfonzo to-- friends. Peter Smith, aired 27. drank
as set out in the circular of May 4,
New York,
1910, and its belief that such action
venteea whiskies and died of the
Johnson-.- I
N.
M.,
brothers had ridden the
Albuquerque,
July 7- .tends to the protection of bona fide The Mackey
com- - .
.
.
All flrrflno-ompTit.
.
.7. enects.
been
nortn
as crt ..
tiavo
and
tnounced
Colorado
southern
cr
in
0
Olio
irtova f ttvtv fintDrin
Knain untl
applicants for water rights under ter- range
tsmitn nad Deen unniung wun some tne church c
Mexico for years. Two years pleted for the reception to be accord- New
em
the
with
negotiations
ritorial laws.
friends in a saloon in South street todav, where
An- ago each located a valuable homestead ed Delegate in Congress W H
evisioa of the con. when an
Tax Receipts.
uu
argument arose among the!tjon'0f (i)e y
ne
arewa
wnen
arrives Luuigiu
imc,
cordat are ended. The permier will crowd as to their
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero lust over tne
at- - train No. 1 from the east after a long
respective drinking Union is being lie,- -.
to
down
settle
where
they expected
the measure to the cortez
present
today received a remittance of $954.-1- 9
abilities.
was made and
The
In
wager
has
Ovation for Pugilist,
where
he
in
absence
were
married
and
engage
Washington
ter they
taxes from San Juan county.
followed.
death
7. A welcome
111., July
In
statehood
of
the
been
the
thick
Chicago,
stock
raising.
Lieu Land Selections Approved.
man in modcolored
no
which
as
other
with
for
such
months
money
obtain
several
to
fight
past,
In order
UNFAITHFUL HUSBAND
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
DALLAS CENSUS SUPERVISOR
se-- 1
was accordreceived
ever
Old
The
times
ern
homesteads
their
Republican
they
Albuquerque
to
improve
CAUSES TRIPLE TRAGEDY.
has been notified by the secretary of
DIES AFTER OPERATION. ed Jack Johnson
he was
from Club. Jesus Romero, chairman, and
when
this
onrcH
fmnlovment
spring,
the interior that New Mexico lieu
A
7. John F. Wor- - serenaded at his home here today.
march
Nestor
will
extensive
Dallas,
&
Texas,
sheep
Montoya,
secretary,
July
Stinton,
In8
9
lands selection lists Nos. and have Herring
Desperate Wife Sends Fatal Bullet
of
the
met
at
him
was
of
vho
Alvarado
census
crowd
negroes
the
to
old
in
the
the
!ey
front
supervisor
huge
pueblo
to Errant Spogse an(j Her Child
been approved, the former for 37,000 growers.
Ulo
ty,;a
l.oro 1,..,..
1,oo,.,l V,;,
J!J m a i,1,ul
mm lcHltr
When the saddled but naeriess headed by the band playing martini
" !!,!
tiani tuu viitruru
3uiv.t, uicu
uujuLai
luauij.
Drinks Poison
acres and the latter for 41,922.19
;
stir-- ride to his home through the "black
once
the
followinS
a
small
was
and
of
at
will
discovered
by
it
airs
the
were
operation
phalanx;
horses
join
Chicago July 7 Goaded to desperacres in the Roswell land district.
surmised that the brothers had met Young Men's Republican Club to- atinr, iw U ,i
i,rtaiitv nnrt ,,n. Seons his the removal of a tumor belt," was an ovation. The fistic
Notaries Public Appointed.
Anand
scalP- He had survived after champion grinned with delight,
Mr.
make
an
to
of
welcome
accident,
kind
the
some
with
help
faithfulness of her husband a street from
Governor Mills today appointed the
El Paso May Forbid Pictures.
w. ivi. iew- - arews a nearty one. Tne yoiwh car conductor Mrs Henry Mulshaw LUC ,v"llc wua useu "ul
ana
Btinson
Mrs.
C.
Mr.
and
Martin
notaries
public:
following
'
50
was
about
to
He
El
for
suddenly
Club
expired.
to
the
Men's
search
Paso, Texas, July 7. Mayor Robhas
invitations
missing
issued
started
art
H.
toda
wounded
h t
the
lfata!lv .
Munson, Avis, Otero county; Hal
men atter
of age and well known here.
inson said today that if the legislature
years
the
automobile.
officials
all
an
and
in
brothers
leading
Nearly
r
old
public
F.
tn
Francisco
three
daugn.
an(J
of
Roswell;
Hendrick
and throughout New Mexico and many ter, and then killed herself, by taking
did not pass a law against the fight
of Las Cruces, and John D. W. entire day was spent in the hunt
Miner Falls Twenty Feet Superin pictures he would try to have the or-a wide area was gone over, but not a prominent visitors will be here to- - carbolic acid. In the letters which
Veeder of Las Vegas.
could be found, night. The speech making will occur She wrote lo her parents and public, tendent W. A. Kunkle and Manager dfnance passed by the city. He added,
Reserving Additional School Lands. trace of the cowboys
sem
an sneepnera- - immediately in iront of the Aivarauo Mrs. Mulshaw declared that she had vwinani isnnis tell twenty ieei irom a nowever, mat some enterprising piu- to
was
and
7.
Then
word
Register
July
Washington,
- ers in the district, with the result that just after the train arrives bearing been a
SecM.
Sirs
N.
good and faithful wife, but that scaffolding of the Socorro mines mill moter probably would take the films
Receiver, Santa Fe,
a herder employed on the Herring & the delegate and the bands will play Mulshaw spent his spare time with at Mogollon, and sustained severe in-- j
i
, (Continued on Page Eight.)
other women and often beat her.
Stlnson ranch discovered the bodies, until further orders.
juries.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Mills today appointed
Governor
Colfax
Henry A. Allison of Raton,
officer
county, territorial probation
under the new parole law, to succeed
Captain Fred Fornoff who had served
temporarily as probation officer.
New Railroad Incorporates.
Incorporation papers were filed toSecre-t- ?
day in the office of Territorial
Rock
the
Jaffa
Island,
Nathan
by
'y
laxico, Farwell and Gulf Railway
Company of Texico, Curry county. The
capitalization is $250,000 divided into
2,500 shares. The railroad to be constructed will be 75 miles long, from
Texico to a connection with the
Rock Island and Choctaw railroad, 20 miles east of Tucumcari, trav
ersing Curry and Quay counties. From
Texico, south, a Texas corporation,
similarly named, will complete the
road from Texico to Pyote on the Tex
as Pacific. The incorporators and directors are: M. J. Healy, Texico,
2,142 shares; S. H. Withers, Farwell,
Texas; J. W. Ohilders, Texico; D. A.
Linthicnm, Farwell; Ed T. Massey,
Texico; T. J. Allen, Texico; K. K.
Runnels, Texico; T. B. Martin, Texico; Harry L. Patton, Clovis, each one
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little dreaming by the way;
little toiling, day by day;
little pain, a little strife,
A lit tlo joy and that is life.

A
A
A

A little short-liveWhen joy seems
d

Pansy

A little sickening
The tribu'e of a
Two folded hands,
And peace at last

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

l

P1TV

TflDIPQ

u;ii lunuu

h

SELI61AN BR OS CO.

Denver,
Colo.,
July
The forecast is generally fair Si
tonight and Friday with station-- Jt
X
ary temperature.

Wits

Lost "An Heiress." Finder please
return her to the Elks' theatre.
Any one using brooms can afford
Electric Suction Cleaner.
Phone us
and our representative will eaii and
explain. S. F. Water & LiQht Co.
Talked to the Odd Fellows Grand
Master Howel of the I. O. O. i ana
who resides in Raton was here last
night and delivered a lengthy lecture
to the Odd Felolvvs who reside in San-

summer's morn,

of the years,
few hot tears,
the failing breath,
and that is death.

Just dreaming, loving, dying so,
Tbe'actors in the drama go

to Fe.
An Entire Change of

A fitting picture on a wall,

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

Pictures at the

Elks' theatre tonight. The following
Love. Death, the themes; but is that
subjects will be shown: "Reconcila-tioall?
of Foes," "The Lost Heiress" and
Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
"Caught in the Rain." Show at 8
o'clock.
Death at Eelen Miss Clara Ger-Train From South Late The Santa
pheide, a young woman, died at Belen, Fe train from the south was more
Valencia county.
than two hours late this afternoon.
Wool Deal at Albuquerque
Isidro; The flyer from the east arrived ahead
Sandoval at Albuquerque
yesterday of time as the branch train did not
sold 50.000 pounds of wool to a Bos-- ! wait at
Lamy for No. 10 from the
ton dealer at 14 cents a pound.
'south but made an extra trip for it.
Las Vegas Restaurant Robbed The
Raising Roof of Warehouse Leo
restaurant of August Pehmann at Lis Hersch
is making extensive improve- on
into
broken
was
by burglars
Vegas
to
nients
his warehouse where he
Monday night who made off with $121 stores
large quantities of feed and
in cash and checks.
grain and which is over 200 feet long,
Wedding at Estancia George L. but is not
large enough to meet the
LaBoitean of Darlington, Okla., and
demands
of
his business. Mr. Hersch i
Catherine B. Bergman of Mountainair,
is having the roof of the house raised
were married at Estancia on Tuesday
and he will build an eight foot addi-itioby Kf v. A. Walker.
making it practically two stories
Socialists Will Make a Campaign
high.
The Socialists of Torrance county will
We clean your house thoroughly
meet at Estancia on Saturday of
without
removing anything, with ex-- ;
to
nominate candidates for
next week
men who understand
the
perienced
the constitutional convention.
for
small
one
the
business,
of
price
Assessment
The
Torrance County
assessment of Torrance county for dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
this year is $1,500,000 and' the ex- ICo.
Climbed Up to 85 Yesterday The
leave $1,225,000
emptions deducted
little
silver bulb was doing some
more
or
$200,000
taxable valuation
aerial ascension work yesterday, but
than last year.
ma UUL
ual us '"Sn aiSiz oi Jiuy ,
Missing Girl Returned Home Rail- 85 degrees was the maximum. The
way Mail Clerk W. T. Darrow has s
was 53 degrees at 4:50 a.
turned to Albuquerque with his daugh-- minimum
mThe
relative
humidity was 34 per
ter Rosa from El Paso. The sirl had
cent. The lowest temperature last
a
account
on
of
home
left
secretly
night was 63 degrees. It was a clear,
warm day with clouds in the after-- 1
Arrested for Assaulting Attorney
noon and nigtit. A magnificent cloud
Jose Marquez and Pascual Crespin effect
was seen in the east just before i
were arrested at Las Vegas yesterday
sunset
and reminded one of the won-on the charge of assault preferred by
derful
effects
seen in the heavens in
Attorney G. S. Montoya who was try- the Grand Canon
region. A year ago
two
set
when
bill
the
to
collect
a
ing
maximum was 8G and the
the
today
upon him.
minimum 59 with 99 per cent of sunVacancies at Normal University shine.
There were showers in the
Filled The board of regents of the
evening.
New Mexico Normal University at Las
Vegas has elected the following: Dau-- !
(Continued on Page Eight.)
iel V. Ferguson, of Cedar Falls, la., to j
take charge of the department of manTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
nal training. John C. Baker, of Ridg- Connection made with Automobile
way, la., professor of sciences. Mrs.
at Vaughn for Roswell, daily,
Harriet "B. Sheldon, of Denver', to be automobile
leaves Vaughn for Ros- matron of the dormitory.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- to. man nuuLC
oeai
wei at 3:30 d. m. Automobile leaves
ed Sealed proposals for the carrying Roswell for
Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
of the mails from Las Vegas to Cleve-- and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
land, Mora county, have been asked fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
by the postofflce department. The ' is $5.80 and between Torrance and
route includes Cleveland, Mora, La Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
Cueva, Sapello, Los Alamos and Las mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
j
Vegas, and is to be covered six times
a week starting at 7:15 a. m. at La!
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com
Vegas and arriving at Cleveland n
has on hand a large supply ol
j 'jany
7 15 p.
i
j
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
STABBED BECAUSE HE WOULD
j and merchants:
good everywhere. We
NOT ADVANCE LOAN.
will sell them at 5 cents in tiook form
n
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EVERY THREAD WOOL
Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.
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Jewelry Silverware,

rated

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
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Saved on

4i

Every Suit.
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Look over the line and pick out

these high grade money savers
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all so newly born,
When one day's sky is blue above,
And one bird sings and that is love.

Bobolink
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THE SUM.
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY INSCRIPTION

01"'

WORK UN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Send for

s

F. GORMLEV
FRAh4K
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,
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Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
PHONE
BLACK

J

j

i

j

CANON
ROAD

;
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& RISING

I MULLIGAN

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
NIGHT
PHONE

DAY

A--

130

PICTURE FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa See

' 1 binds of Garden and Fidd Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

international Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Floft Haj,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeis
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN

HATS

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S E. Corner of

Plaza.

e

SI

Phone
No. 14.

If it's Hardware
.

HA?uWAKECoS

We have it,

Phone

No.

14,

!

Boulder, July 7. Saved from death'
by a knife wound by the thickness ol
his clothes, Juan Pedringo, section
hand, today filed complaint against
Jose Jassia and another whose name
he said he did not know, charging
them with attacking him Sunday
night. Jassie is in jail here but the
other man escaped. According to the
wounded man's story the two men attacked him because he would not lend
them money. 'I told them I was SPECIAL
broke," he said.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal Temedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in sthis
country for years and is a regular pre I
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics knowns, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
.

ALL

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vatthe man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

Toledo,

Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills fou

O.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

AIS D

creened

RATON
YANKEE

wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

LOW FEE FOR
DAYS ONLY,

$3.00

A

FEW

TRANCE

READING

KzTur8.vK
85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property w hich y ou now ow n?

As

$1.00

Absracts of Title,
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
Furnished by

Catron Block
I will tell ypur name, your age and
the date of your birth, also of
changes that are in store for you,
whetlher or not you should make
them and if you will be successful. I
tell also of marriages, deaths, divorces, travels, home and heart affairs, talents tflid questions that pertain to the future. I teach the profession to others. Mediumistic persons developed. Parlors at the "N. W.
corner of Lincoln and Palace Avenues,
opposite the Plaza.
Readings daily
until 8:30 p. m.

DIAMONDS

Santa Fe, N,
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Kealty & Insurance Agency

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FBLIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by

Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
wtrlllnr hc.nro. vnur frofiiipnt anrl incictonr cno.rifiratmn nf kavmn vnnr nrp:.
criptioncompounded at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.!

J
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THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
CONTEST FOR NEXT MEET
OF IRRIGATION CONGRESS.

HEADWAY.
l

Add

r

This Fact to Your Store of

San Francisco, Chicago, Charleston,'
Knowledge.
j
so
St. Louis, Milwaukee, Rochester,
disease
advances
rapidly
Kidney
Kansas City, St. Joseph and
that many a person is nrmiy in its
Texas Points Want It.
grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
Pueblo, Colo., July 7. Active inter-- ;
If there is a dull pain in the back, est in the place where the Nineteenth
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired, Irrigation Congress will be held in
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is 1911 is now being manifested. Letdark,
irregular and at- ters to Secretary Arthur Hooker and
tended with pain, procure a good kid- to other officials of te Eighteenth Conney remedy at once.
gress that will meet at Pueblo, SepYour
recommend tember
townspeople
indicate this.
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the stateSo far, there are eight entries: San
ment of this Santa Fe citizen:
Chicago, Charleston, St.
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, San- Francisco,
Milwaukee,
Louis,
Rochester, Kansas
ta Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I proSt. Joseph and some Texas
cured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling City,
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used points.
San Francisco was a candidate last
them for pains in my back which
at Spokane when Pueblo was
year
had troubled rue at intervals for three
successful.
Word received at conPills
Doan's
brought
years.
Kidney
here indicates that
gress
headquarters
satisfacso
prompt relief and proved
tory that I willingly gave a public there will be a renewal of the attempt
statement in their favor. Now, after to secure the congress, and that San
two and a half years have passed. I Francisco and Califronia will come to
Pueblo in September with a strong
gladly confirm every word of that
testimonial. I can add that I have delegation.
Rochester was also a candidate at
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
ihe ma more thorough trial and have Spokane. The theory on which it
the greatest possible benefit, tered the lists was not because of ir--I
know that this remedy is a sure cure rigation itself, but a growing interest,
for backache and kidney complaint." typical now of the east with reference
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 to the work of the National Irrigation
Foster-MilbtJr- n
cents.
Co., Buttaio, Congress, in the bis development
New York, sole agents for the United work the congress accomplishes.
Siates.
This is best illustrated in a letter
Remember the name Doan's and Secretary Hooker recently received
take no other.
from Secretary Woodworth Cluni of
the Rochester Chamber of Commerce.
Notice for Publication.
He says:
(06888, Not Coal.)
"New York's principal interest in
Department of the Interior,
the general plan of irrigation must
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
necessarily be confined to a financial
June 22, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Jose interest. It was upon this theory that
Messrs. Russell and Dobbins of
Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
Rochester appeared before the Irriga21, 1905, made homestead entry ( se2
SW tion Congress at Spokane last year
rial 06888), No. S416, for E
be selected
4
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec and urged that Rochester
1911. We hope to
for
of
the
congress
10
14
E.
tion 18, Township
N., Range
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of have an active committee at Pueblo
intention to make final five year proof nex September.
"Our work in New York is along
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Re- - the line of intensive farming of demceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, onstrating a manner of cultivating the
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910. soil so that a greater productive value
Claimant names as witnesses:
may be enjoyed. The matter of irriAlberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San-- gation enters into the problem in a
chez, Juan Sanchez, and Francisco very limited degree. We have a hun- dred thousand acres, more or less, of
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
swamp land, and a great deal of upRegister. land, that must be drained. This we
are trying to accomplish through a
campaign of education, and if there
Stockholders' Meeting.
with
The regular annual meeting of the is any way for us to
advised.
so
to
be
will
I
be
Mexican
glad
you,
stockholders of the New
"i promise you this : That if the
Printing Company will be held at the
office of the company in the city of National Irrigation Congress will meet
Santa Fe at 5:30 o'clock, p. m., on in Rochester next year, you will have
Monday, July 11th, 1910. All stock- at your meetings, men who control
holders will take notice and govern the finances of the east, and who,
iwhen convinced as to the reasonable- themselves accordingly.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
ness of an expenditure, will be
& Treasurer.
uable friends for your organization
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 28th, and staunch supporters of your
icy."
Secretary Hooker also has a letter
'from C. F. Garfield, a landman of
Rochester, who has previously attend-- j
ed irrigation congress sessions and is
familiar with the value of such a meet-- I
&
ing to any town. He says:
"Rochester has not given up the
No 140 Red
idea of trying to secure te convention
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
for 1911, and intends to be represent
ed at Pueblo in September. We be- lieve that you thoroughly realize with
;us that if the west is to continue to
.
- tv.j j
secure money
irom uie aaii iui im-in
the
us
show
here
must
it
' gation,
east. Therefore the quicker your congress comes east, the better financial- will Via QC O nntlOTlfl.l nolBasket leaves Monday Tuesday y ,,
Returns Thursday and Friday, Kansas City and St. Joseph, much
the same reasons, and, as well,
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
a
.because they are in the great Missis- r.
tti
,
Mrs.t u.
where inaustrial
'sippi river h
'
23
Red
No.
Phone
matters and manufacture and jobbing
west originate,
: for the great middle
have their eyes on this congress.
Kansas City is the home of Colonel F.
WOODY'S HACK
of
W. Fleming, fourth
and,
Congress,
National
the
Irrigation
From
favorable to Pueblo at Spokane
BARRANCA TO TAOS while
last vear. said at the time that he
Meets Both North South hoped in the very near future to see
TCnnsna f!itv secure the congress. Ef
Bounds Trains.
fort is now being made along this
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol verv line
the north bound train and arrives at
Mllwaukee and the state of Wiscon-Taro- s
at 7 p. m.
!s5n are amhitious, and for this reason
Ten miles shorter than any other have picked strong delegations to the
way. Good covered hack and good pUeblo congress in September. The
teams.
Milwaukee News said only a few days
Esrax-d.eaa.eto
MaJcs
ago, commenting on this fact:
Tiling'
'
"The delegates will make an effort
Banger Comfortable.
.
to induce the congress to hold Its
Trip
meeting next year In Milwaukee and
a special committee of Milwaukee
boosters will probably attend this
meeting this year for that purpose.
"A. J. Cobban, a clerk in the office
of the secretary of state and a member of the executive committee of the
For 19 years the only
congress, has secured assurances from
the states of Washfirst class tonsorial parlor the delegations ofCalifornia,
Montana
ington, Oregon,
in Santa Fe.'
'and Utah that they will
OUR NEW FITCH
with the Wisconsin delegation in try-- !
TREATMENT
ing to land the next congress for Milis guaranteed to cure, (not only waukee. The congress usually has
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &

ft
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Pale-Face-

New Mexico Military Institute

Women

d

ROSWELL NEW MEXICO.
Poinl cf th Sodthweit."
Army Offcers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tn Wet
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pol-191- 0.

FRESH EGGS

MILK

CKEAM

j

Tleohone

llPEaliLLAIM
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For Best Laundry Work'

j

Dtiuu

Aut

LINE

vice-preside-

,

FARE

$5.00

I2.o-u.n3-

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

DE

"For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of wanr water once every 24 hours
before I could have an action on my bowels.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
man. During the nine years before I used
cscrete i suffered nntoid miseiy with internal

BATHS

HCJBBS LAUNDRY
hnno na wftwillheffladtooallfor vour
Tuesdays
and defiveron Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yocr
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you Shirts. Without
extra charge.

Aleuts

FHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED 122.

1

You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow

complexions,
dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired, worn-o- ut

M

!A

expressions, you need a tonic.
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
it is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
vitality to the worn-owomanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind.
u is penectiy harmless ana sate, tor young and old to use

,

il

"

ft

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing youcg
men for college or for hesiiirf? life. Great"
amount of open air worn.
location
of anv Military School lii the 1 rjiori. Located
03 the beautiful Pecos Valley the garderj
spot of the Wnsi at ar. e'evation of ,700
feet above sea level,
evcrv lay. out
I'.tie rain or snow during session..
E'even OfficRrs and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beatod. light
ed and modern p a.11 respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlio.l. Vice Preslder,:; J . Phelps White.
Treasurer; W. M. Aiuic-o- n Secretary, and W
P
A Flnlay ;
For particulars anl Ulustratpa catalogce

ut
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The Woman's Tonic
After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
writes Mrs. Wm. Hilliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Cardui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
I think there is some of the best advice in
your book
that I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Trv it.
sritei
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h?'t,ano!3 Medicine Co.. Chattanooga.
Tenn.,
'

Superintendent.

sent free.
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toward my support," said Mrs. Hewitt.
"After we arrived in Denver from our
wedding trip he wanted me to use my
own money to furnish a house. Ever
since we have been here he has expected me to defray the household expenses, while he would take his mon- ey ;md spend it downtown.
"We have lived a pretentious life
ever since we have been married,"
continued Mrs. Hewitt. "He would deprive his family of necessities so that
he could make a good showing. He
would entertain at dinners and would
rent everything used on the table,
even to the silverware and dishes. He
never bought a thing that we could do
without for the house. When I would
ask him for some money to purchase
clothing for myself, and niy year-ol- d
son. he would tell me to use my own
money, and get what I needed.
"I was never used to this way of
alert cities.
doing and can stand it no longer.
Mexico Will Be Represented.
I asked him for anything it
The best news that has come to the was the same old story, 'Use your own
headquarters of the Eighteenth Na- - monev
tional Irrigation Congress, Pueblo,
My two dallgnters have paid the
September
concerning foreign, rent of our home pai(1 the maid
representatives, is that the republic bought the milk and paid the tele-o- f
Mexico will be officially represent-- , pnone bills for months out of the
come which they received from their
Secretary R.E Faxon of the board father's estate. They have been oblig-o- f
control of the congress has word eci t0 go without things they needed,
from Dr. E. McQueen Gray of Albu--i to pay the expenses of the house,
querque, N. M., the foreign secretary while he would spend his money in
of the congress, to this enect. Dr. other ways.
"He has told me repeatedly that he
Gray, who is president of the Univer--!
sity of New Mexico, has been morking married me for my money and wanted
on this for some time.
me to spend it. During all this trouble
Dr. Gray says he has a letter from he has lived at home and enjoyed its
Enrico Creel, secretary of state for comforts, until I could stand him no
the republic of Mexico, saying the re-- , longer and I ordered him to leave. For
last two months neither my
public will have a fitting official repre-jth- e
ters nor myself have spoken to him
This is cheering news at congress and his presence was embarrassing
headquarters. There have been grave to us all."
Hewitt is the son of Charles Hewitt
doubts as to the participation by Mex- ico officially. The diplomatic relations president of the divinity school of
between the United States and Mex-- Chicago university and studied in
ico have not been the best, nor have Paris for five years,
they between this country and South! He has been in Denver for the last
and Central America. Therefore Dr. four years and is a member of the
Gray has had considerable doubt all Arm of Hewitt & Biscoe, architects,
along as to the outcome of his nego-- ! with offices in the Exchange building,
tiations .with those countries, and at Mrs- - Hewitt is the daughter of G. W.
no time has promised headquarters j Galloway, a millionaire oil operator of
that any participation would result, Re. N. Y.
The Hewitts moved in the best
However, in his usual emphatic and
in Denver and their divorce will
ciety
until
it
at
he
has
way,
kept
he has won out In his efforts with come as a shock to their friends.
While it !has been understood that
Mexico.
their
domestic life was not happy, a
Secretary of State Creel to whom
to their
Dr. Gray refers, is one of the noted divorce was never hinted
lUUIllcUe II leilUb,
clolactnsn nf Movlpn Vta OTns fnrmpr
Hewitt refused to discus the digovernor of the state of Chihuahua, vorce
suit.
ambas-sarlnr
and at one time was Mexican
to th United States. He per
THOUSAND
formed some notable services at twenty-fiv- e
ACRES TO BE RECLAIMED.
was
few;
a
It
only
Washington.
Florida
Durango, Colo., July The
months ago that he visited Washing-- !
ton as a special representative of his Mesa irrigation district board has
with the Pioneer
country and conducted some extreme- S1snei a contract
Construction Company for the build- Iv' delicate negotiations.
wa-ovThe congress officials are elated inS of ditches and a reservoir to
e
ter
acres
of
twenty-fivthousand
land,
the work of Dr. Gray and commend him highly. "It only shows how A vote is to be taken by the land
he is in this position," said ers on July 29, for a bond issue of
0.000.
Secretary Faxon today.
It is practically assured that the
Dr. Gray also says he expects to
will carry, which means
Proposition
about
here
visit congress headquarters
?750,000
spent for labor and supplies
the middle of next month, when he
m tUs county within the next ten
will have further important news.
It is hoped the foreign representa-- ; months. It is the largest irrigationr
tion at Pueblo may run as high as 35, project in the county or the south-owest outside the Montezuma valley.
possibly 40.

an attendance of 2,500 delegates."
There is also the possibility of
Charleston, S. C, which sent a fine
delegation to Spokane las year, and St.
Louis, entering the lists. Both have
already put out feelers, and will probably come up strong at the Pueblo
meet.
As to 1912, Phoeniz, Ariz., which by
that time hopes to have the great Salt
River project, the Roosevelt dam, completed, has already signified its candidacy. There was some talk of Phoenix for 1911, but President Fowler of
the congress, who lives at Phoenix,
said on a recent visit to Pueblo that
he did not believe his town would be
ready before 1912.
Doubless there will be other entries
within the next few weeks, for the sessions of the National Irrigation Congress are a prize eagerly sought by
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Rational Life Assnracce
Denver Colorado.
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The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SbU.uU to st 10. uu per acre, inese are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHKS.
We are prepared to locate settlers on goveminent land. We have Irrigation enter- lakhk
AND
men
are
needlntr capital. Moneyed

RANCHKS
LARGK
AND
SMALL

-

prises,
invited to correspond with us.

:

:

;

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR

SMALL.

FROM YOU,

j

j

Look Over Your Suit

j

j

13

7.--

5
md
Jiff

er

j

own-efficie- nt

;

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

j

Take a pick with your eyes shut and
after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
you'll get what you like. That re- and it will remind you of when it first
fers to
came from the tailor's hands bright,
ANY LIVERY RIG
fresh and new. We press the garmthat leaves these stables. They're all ents back into their original perfect
take out every spot and
up to date and any of them gives sat- shape, and
the least injury to the
without
stain
isfaction.
ROOM IN NEW MEXICO FOR
A drive drives away the
MARRIED HIS WIFE
clean ladies dresses
cloth.
also
We
OF
KIND
COLONY.
THAT
blues. Try it and save calling the
FOR HER MONEY.
Colo.,
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
Greeley,
July V Chicago doctor.
Germans will establish a colony in
guaranteed.
Expected Her to Pay Household and
Weld county. The Commercial Club
Own Expenses and She Now
has been notified that J. C. Schumak- Jalios Maralter, Tailor
Asks for Separation.
er of Chicago will be here this week
310
San
Cor.
Palace and Washington Avenues.
139
St.
Francisco
Red,
'Phone
Denver, Colo., July 7. Mrs.. H. H. t0 look over 13.000 acres of land between
which
Grover
the
Greeley and
Hewitt, daughter of a wealthy New
York family and wife of II. H. Hewitt, colonists have in prospect. The land
one of the best known architects ofils in the dry farming section and is
be irrigated by ditches and a
Denver, who is now building the Clay-it- 0
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
ton school for boys, has announced Pumping station. It will be used for
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished to acsengers
that she will file suit for a divorce in truck farming.
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
the district court charging nonsupport
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
and making allegations which, it i3
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
in
understood, will be sensational
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
is iiileivu:(.l aud should know
character.
about the woiuk'rlul
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M by comWhen a representative of the News
MARVELWhirlingSpray
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosAiie new inTintM
called on Mrs. Hewitt at her request
Be At AI oat conven
a.
arrive
Leave
12:30
Roswell
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M at
at
m,
ient. Jt cleanses
she outlined the charges she declared
innf.ntlv.
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
she would make against her husband, Ask
K0
lhs. t.O special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Rno'ffQfffl oIlrtTiTQTina
your drnpletforit.w
rf
to whom she was married two years MA"8 cannot supply rne XSyfr..
'MJ
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
accept no
ago after a short courtship at Saranac other,RVfiL,
stamp for l4MI
.. bat send
.
1.
Lake in the Adirondack mountains.
IM!i!!D
full particulars and directions in- "Hewitt has contributed very little SSSSitfMWxWi!:
'

willums

i mm

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

i

LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

si

g

J

B. P. Fisher, Roanoke, 111.
Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The gren- nine tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
930
cure or y0Ur money back.

suffering humanity.
,

j

p,e

j

4gEvenr'WemaB
.

&fftL

111 lint--

.1

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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The official notice given today that
THE AUTO SPEED QUESTION,!
The automobile owners in this city the land offices will not accept any
are a handful; the people whose life further entries on the school sections
and limb must be protected number reserved for the future state
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
by the
THE NEW- MEXICAN PRINTING
several thousand.
However,
there
FRANK P. STURGES,
the
should
act,
emphasize
enabling
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
no
be
-.
unnecessary restrictions
wr. ri- Ars shouid
Editor and President.
of the munificent gift to the pubvalue
in
the
or
of
put
way
impediments
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
those owning and driving automobiles. lic schools of the common wealUh. It
Postofflce.
Fe
They should be Riven every privilege means a present of at least $20 for
Santa
Entered as Second Class Matter at the
and all the freedom consonant with
every man, woman and child in the
$3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
public safety to enjoy their buzz wag25
2.00 ons but on the other hand, the pub- Territory and a modern school house
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, psr year
75
lic, the men, women and children who and well paid teachers for every rural
Daily, per month, by carrier....
Weekly, six months
65
are not auto owners, must be protect- district.
mail
month,
by
Daily, per
.50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
ed in their use of the streets. Says
Daily, per year, by mail
the Cleveland, Ohio, Leader, very
wisely
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
and users of motor vehic
'Owners
to
sent
is
It
Mexico.
in
New
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper
les can do more than any other class
and growing o'rculatfn or force to insure themselves reasonevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Southwest.
able freedom from excessive restrictunions the intelligent and progressive people of the
ions, in the use of their machines.
It rests mainly with them to decide
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Levitt"
curbs and inhow far governmental
Attorney-at-Laterference shall limit their pleasure Santa Pe,
New Mexico
and convenience.
THE NEED OF INSTRUCTION.
"The more careful and considerate
HUGHES FOR CHIEF JUSTICE.
Chas. R. Easley,
m roc "O- h t drivers of motor vehicles are the less Chas. F. Easley,
i
ii q "i""'"
MIL
U1V1KW5T1T
liliuv uuiutc
tli.it
lit" union
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
the
of
ausections
will
be for action by the
call there
Governor Hushes to be this year many
,..;n
&
EASLEY
EASLEY,
to thorities. Every man who uses an auby tanners who come
chief justice of the Tinted States su Terriiory
Attorneys at Law.
Xt w Mexico unmans; a;i ui;u wits un-Th- tomobile with entire consideration for
satisfac-with
hailed
is
preme court,
fall
to reap big harvests this
the rights and welfare of others helps
need essary
tion throughout the nation.
.
V
RENEHAN & DAVIES
nvnp-reaany if.11 ' it nf "SPPl! tl " to create a friendly public and to ward
ve loader was 10 pui on
.,,,.1 t
ui a
E. P. Davies
!ni,i wv in the cround anywhere on off extreme interference' with the use A. B. Renehan
0Ol tile eill rtL LUC m.cm v.Attorneys-at-Lawithout
preparavehicles.
motor
their
of
previous
farm,
in ihe world was never more
tribunal
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
of the soil to retain the mois...
"Still more, every automobile own
.,.rl Wltll; tion
.
manliest ui.iu a(i ...nl.n
e.c.,.L
OI,rt
-.
frpmipnt
Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
i.,i,nm,i,
trict
in.!
Ul
WU11UUI
LUIC,
nc.
Luuiuuf,"
ViiF inttipp It
er or user who takes part in hunting
ii
Office in Catron Block,
of cultivation after putting in the seeds. down and bringing to justice those specialty.
lu.da.vs
y
van
and
ot
need
Santa
Fe
the
New Mexico
demonstrate
general
miswho make reckless and criminal
Chief Justice Marshall has this court
instruction in scientific dry use of motor vehicles aids in insuring
thorough
or
wiser presiuin
had a more learned
E. C. ABBOTT
farming before the agricultural indus- the motor vehicle reasonable freedom
judge.
of eastern New Mexico can be in the streets and roads of city and
Attorney-at-Latry
No where in the I'nited States is said to be on a permanent basis. The
Practice in the District and Su
country. The better the automobile-owninthere a man 1o be found better fitted new settler must understand that, he
shows that preme Courts.
and
Prompt and careful
using
minority
to serve upon the supreme bench than must prepare his soil to retain the it respects and guards the rights of attention given to all business.
the
He
has
clear, winter and spring moisture; that he the
Charles E. Hughes.
New Mexica
majority the wider opportunities Santa Fe,
calm mind of an ideal judge, and the must plow and cultivate in a certain there will be for the enjoyment of one
an
of
to
to
principle
quiet, firm devotion
way, must adopt methods suitable
of the most popular and useful invenCATRON & CATRON
ideal American citizen. Unaffected by soil and climate and must carefully tions of the times."
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lathe
of
clamor
select drouth resisting crops.
either the thoughtless
Office:
Catron Block
mob or the secret and sinister inThe movement "back to the soil"
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Press
Associated
The
infected
dispatches
so
long
fluences that. have,
has aroused a widespread interest
at
conthe
that right after
great fight
partisan politics, he has won the
among people of all classes in the say
G. W. PRICHARD
fidence of the people of the greatest thickly settled districts of the coun- - Reno, Nev., scores of automobiles left
and Consellor-at-LavalAttorney
California
and
Francisco
San
for
state in the XTnion, without distinction try. The problem has already re
in
all the District Courts
Practice
towns. Had the fight taken place
this ceived careful
rt nanv or class. He has won conthought among socio- ley
and
attention to cases
automobiles
gives
special
the
Fe
had
and
at Santa
great esteem and confidence by
logists, philanthropists and business
before
Territorial
the
of
town
Supreme Court
in
direction,
out
the
headed
any
of
sense
duct which is, in the best
men generally and plans are being
far. Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
wouldn't
have
very
gotten
natural
His
temperathey
move
to
the
formulated
judicial.
word,
carry
apidly
Toward the east they would have been
ment, conbined with his powers as a ment to a practical conclusion.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
installed in Santa Fe canon where the
an
as
him
make
will
great
lawyer,
One of the most serious deterrents
Attorneys-at-Laout
Scenic
territorial
shown
peters
Highway
has
as
he
terpreter of the law,
among people of the cities against un- in a
in the District Courts as
Practice
the
toward
mysterious fashion;
himself to be a great administrator. dertaking agricultural pursuits is the
as
before
as
well
far
the Supreme Court of
if
have
north
gotten
might
they
indeed,
It would be unfortunate,
lack of personal knowledge of the
the supreme court were made up of needs and problems of farming opera-- , as Cuynmngtie before they were- the territory. New Mexico
men notable only for their deep knowl- tions. There are numerous examples stuck in the sand; toward the south- - Las Cruces.
botthe
reached
would
west
of
the
have
members
The
they
law.
of
the
but
successful
of
ventures,
edge
farming
EDWARD C. WADE
ana a tew nines
supreme court ought to be men who these do not always come to the tom ot La tsajada hill
Attorney-at-Lamen
have rubbed elbows with other
rf tlinsp uprsnns. who an further and towards the southeast,
been
have
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
would
hill
life
of
probably
view
a
wide
in
Apache
tn
to
nffer
have
form
tt,p
sufficiently
s
Courts of tho- Torritnrv in tha
.,
finish Thlc
is
trict
- not savin?
j.
- - - much
oi ttieir
and its responsibilities. Twice elected prosperity, neaitniui ueveiopinein,
Santa Fe county's public roads, Probate Court and before the U. S.
governor of New York, Mr. Hughes children and all around independence.:
mere is nope mat me lerruo. .u Surveyor General and U. S. Land
This need is being recognized. Busi- has had sufficient experience in public
life fully to understand the interaction ness organizations, philanthropic so-- j good roads commission will come to Offices.
New Mexico
of social forces and of conflicting in- cieties. and the railroads have under- - the rescue of the capital and will Las Cruces
to
where
it
j
one
road
at
to
least
finish
able
remove
carry
been
not
need
and
to
meet
this
He
has
taken
terests.
WILLIAM McKEAN
,
out in its entirety the program which from farming pursuits the uncertainly wil have an outlet, and that by the,
Governor
next
of
Fourth
his
Attorney-at-Lain
All
through
July,
his
for
which
the
out
deters
party
inexperienced.
he mapped
in the pro-- !
Mining and Land Law.
state, but he has accomplished much.B. the railroads of the west within the!t, Mills' wide awake interestwill
connect. Taos
the Scenic Highway
New Mexico
last few years have established agri-jjecProvidence permitting, Charles
down .
runs
main
road
that
with
the
in
have
shaping cultural bureaus, many
opened
Hughes will be a power
fcan-C. W. G. WARD
American institutions long after the experimental farms for the instruc- the Pecos to a junction with the
Raton
and
to
tx
Las
Trail
Fe
retired
all
have
Territorial District Attorney
and
of
tion
Vegas
settlers
has
sought by
President that named him
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
from public life, and the ephemeral every possible means to aid the newNew Mexico
questions that vex present day politi comer to a solution of problems by It is not the: southeastern and Dem Las Vegas,
confronted.
or
of
he
which
were
is
counties
that
ocratic
settled
deprived
torgouen.
been
have
life
cal
W. A. FLEMING JONES
the most delegates by the apportionHe must have given due value to such
convention!
Bonds and Investments
ment
the
constitutional
for
consideration when he made a
BRIDGE.
THE DELGADO STREET
returns! U. S. Commissioner for the Third
sacrifice to accept his recent
For almost six years, the tax pay- being based upon the election
1908 instead on the census of 1910, Judicial District of New Mexico,
appointment to be an associate justice ers and residents of Santa Fe have of
of the United States supreme court. waited patiently for the board of coun- but the solidly Republican county of; Eastern and local bank references.
New Mexico
to replace the McKinley which upon a population Las Cruces
It is said on good authority that he ty commissioners
could have commanded yearly fees bridge swept away by the floods at basis would have been given just
as many delegates as it re-- j
R. W. WITTMAN
amounting to $75,000 by returning to the Delgado street crossing. They are twice
under the present apportion-- j
ceives
under
To
are
not asking for a new bridge; they
prefer,
Draftsman
private practice.
Rock-ribbeRepublican Valen- such circumstances and from a sense merely asking what should have been ment.
of records on file
furnished
Copies
one
In the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
of public duty, a judgeship paying but given without asking and without loss cia county would have also gained
unner tne census metnous as
$12,500 per year, is characteristic of of time. Two unprotected, steep banks delegate
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
with the apportionment act-ac- e
- compared
mena
constant
were left which are
the man.
dis-- j
should
These
made.
facts,
!
to life and limb and it is a won-- "ally
fatal nr rnstlv accident l'se of the Democratic charge that
that
PAYING OF COUNTY DEBTS.
at that point thus far. 'the apportionment was a Republican
occurred
has
The papers that complain because
devise to hide a gerrymander.
new
bridge need not be an exthe enabling act provides that the The
subshould be
state should assume the county debts, pensive affair, but it as
far as looks The clause in the enabling act
are under the wrong impression when stantial and compare
are concerned, with the three other which removes the disability to vote
they maintain that a rich county like bridges that have been built across the from the Spanish speaking people of
Colfax with but a very small debt,
monuments to Arizona, should make that commonmust help pay the heavy indebtedness river and which are of
boards
county com- wealth solidly Republican henceforth.
of such counties as Bernalillo and San the progressive
This is The Democrats imposed the disability
them.
voted
missioners that
Miguel. While the state will assume an era of road and
upon the Spanish speaking people of
building
bridge
each county debt, yet, each county
the neighboring territory and would
its
set
should
no
board
and
governing
will be required to pay the levy need- such needed
improve- have imposed it upon the Spanish
ed to meet the interest and sinking face against
new
no
even
if
bridges speaking people of New Mexico, but
but
ments,
fund of its own particular debt. This
the Republicans removed it and those
unfavorable!
built on account of
has been the course in Arizona, where
can be who are prone to criticize the Senate
there
tax
certainly
conditions,
the territory through congressional
old bridg- statehood bill must remember this
act assumed the railroad bonded in- no excuse for not replacing
fact.
floods
es
have
away.
that
swept
debtedness of Pima county. Though
it assumed the debt, it is Pima county
Without much formality and withalone that is paying the interest and
The New York World says that it is out hearing from the dear people, the
the required per cent into the sinking a race between Arizona and New Democratic legislature of Louisiana
merely Mexico as to which shall be first pre- - has elected Governor Sanders to sucfund. The commonwealth
Do You Want a Crate?
stands as a guarantor of the debt, pared for statehood. Well, rsew ceed U. S. Senator McEnery, lately
Leave your order with
col
'for
be
will
Mexico is ahead in the first lap,
paid and
that the interest
deceased. Still, the Democrats in this
lects the interest and eventually the its constitutional convention will meet Territory are making a grand stand
us this week.
principal for the bondholders. No a week earlier than that of Arizona, play for the popular election of Senadoubt, that will be the course, when and if the two central committees tors, or at least some of their newsthe state of New Mexico assumes the take the right and sensible course at papers do, for after all, if the DemoThe longer you wait, the
county debts. Santa Fe county, for their meeting at Albuquerque on next crats were in power, it is the last
more chance you take,
will get thing they would want. The dear peoinstance, will have to pay out of its Monday, the convention
that you will pay more
pockets its own indebtedness and in- through five weeks earlier than Ari- ple are only consulted when there is
terest charges, as the enabling act zona's, and the constitution will be nothing to consult about.
money, as prices will
makes a grant of public lands only presented to Congress and the Presisoon advance.
for the railroad bonded indebtedness, dent before March 4 next, while AriAn increase of twenty per cent in
that
is
zona
before
come
in
it
be
hoped,
too late to
although, eventually,
may
the assessed valuation
of Torrance
when New Mexico has two Senators July 4, 1912.
county since last year, shows unit the
Strawberries,
and two Representatives in Congress,
county is siill growing in wealth if
Raspberries,
secured
that a grant of land will be
The Socialists of Torrance, Chaves, not in population. Its total assessLoganberries,
to pay all the debts of the counties, Curry,
Quay and other counties pro- ment of $1,500,000 is beginning to aparid Blackberries.
municipalities and school districts of pose to put up tickets for the consti- proach the assessment figures of
Fresh Vegetables
the state. In the meanwhile, the tax tutional convention. They have a Santa Fe county with its long estabDaily.
payers of Santa Fe county can readily rig'ht to do this, but it is strange that lished settlements, farms, mines and
understand why their self interest de- the socialistic
Is making other forms of wealth, although five
propaganda
,
mands lhat they should vote for a Re-- headway
only in the bulwarks of Dem- years ago that entire region did not
publican constitutional convention, a ocracy all over the country.
figure $100,000 on the assessment rolls
Republican state legislature and a Reof the Territory.
publican Congressional delegation durNew Mexico Indian pupils are being
ing the next few years.
Three county teachers' institutes
employed to advantage to themselves
and their employers in the sugar beet convened this week in New Mexico
The Clayton Citizen still carries the fields of Colorado. Not the least of and each one is conducted by a school
COMPANY
name of James M. Hervey in its off- New Mexico's latent resources, U the marm, each of them writing "Mrs."
icial directory as attorney general of supply of labor it is prepared to fur- - before her name. New Mexico is right
New Mexico. News travels very slow-l- y nish for any industries that may be up to Massachusetts in some phases of
established.
in New Mexico.
its educational growth.
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FRAKK McKAKE,

Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

:

x

BEAD, Cashier.

rirst Rational Bank

lie

1--

...

J. B.

President,

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
the most favorable terms on all kinds

Loans money on

of

Buys and selis bonds and
stocks in all markets io( its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
s as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
5
nrivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5 per cent per annum, on six months'
r years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on consignments ef livestock' and products.
7 The bank executes all orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
3 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
4 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- c ins.
Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
r4 nublic is respecfully solicited.
personal and coilatera. security.
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THE

HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

s,

in

WASHINGTON AVENUE

rJ

AMERICAN AND

HOTEL

;

J. E. LACOME

ot

Proprietor

'

Commodious Sample

'

oom

Long Distance Telephone Station.

;

6

1

j

per-son-

Steam Heated: Electric

d

....

j

& Co.

GROCERS

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRKSS

al

....

FIRST CLASS CAFE"

Lighted, Every Room

0

Nnw

THK BUTTON WE DO THE REST,

'
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yofl drop in at 5 'cIocx
yn can ort a hot
and vmi will nnt W, a
filinnpr rflfldv tn cat uuu
iuu mil liui liaiC IU
uujfim ivuuj iv imi
J

Serving

wan.

Ourincreaslng patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
iJHE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

ill

Hiluu.- RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALIj

modern conveniences

Gregg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men..
Give us a trial if yon want first class service,
Corner of "Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

"'

WM. GREGG Prop.

j

1
.1

H. S. KAUNE
A

PHONE 26

A

MYAJO. CHIMAYO

and BALLETA

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

3

a'

ft1
ft

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each"
'
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

30c

"

I5c
65o

per pound and up

The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.

CANDELARIO

,1
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BANK

Use the

" BRISTOL"

in the city on business.
W. H. Bahret, a Kansas City traveling man, is at the Claire.
C. R. Howart, a soap salesman of
Kl Paso, is at Gregg's hotel.
Mrs. Arthur Spearin. of Nowata
j
Okla., has returned to Santa Fe.
Mrs. W. F. Rockwell, of Coffeyville,
j
Kan., is a sightseer' at the Palace.
Attorney E. P. Davies was in Estan-cia on legal business on Tuesday.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has returned to the capital from Al- buquerciue.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Stafford, of Phoe-- !
nix, Ariz., are sightseer:, registered at!
the Claire.
Mounted Policeman
J. W. Collier
and Sheriff Julius Meyer came up
from Estauria yesterday.
Mounted Policeman
Apolonio A.
Sena of Las Vegas, left the capital
yesterday on an official mission.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
left last evening on a visit to his
home at Clayton, Union coun-ty- .
j former

IT
NOW

HAVE

for Trcrut.

rrrrrr-TJ-

1

HAVING MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables you to borrow more money
wbcii you "want it to start a business of your own.

is all new and complete in every
is larger
our .assortment of
fipfail
. flies.1
UULUlli
Our Line

.'

John H. Sargent, the El Rito mer
chant, is in Santa Fe visiting his
brother, Territorial Auditor W. G.
Sargent.
&
J v. Mannnm of Albuouernue. spec- ial agent of the Continental Oil Com-- ,
pany, is a business visitor in the capital today.
BKH31 I
I
U. S. Hollister, of Denver, a well j
known business man, author and com-- 1
missioner of Indian arts and crafts, j
is in the city.
j
District. Forester A. C. Ringland has
gone to Flagstaff, Arizona, to attend a
PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
meeting of the Arizona Wool Grow
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
ers' Association.
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
Colonel George W. Piichard was a
visitor in Estancia on Tuesday, havESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
ing' gone down to the Torrance county capital on legal business.
See our attractive lixt before, buying.
Acheson McClintock, a well known
at Rincon, has arrived here
merchant
C- to spend the summer. Mrs. McClinSanta Pe, New Mexico
tock is expected to be here in a day or
two.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Johnson, of To-- ,
For full particulars call on or Phone. Red Ho. 189
119 San Francisco St.
address the above company
peka, Kan., are seeing the sights of
Santa Fe and surrounding country.
They are stopping1 at the Gregg's hotel.
FRUIT CANNING TIME, and. OUR PATENT CLAMP
Bishop J. M. Hendrick, of the ProLABOR
and
FRUIT
SAVE
WILL
CANS
FRUIT
testant Episcopal church, arrived in
the city yesterday. He will administer
A New Line of WILTON and AXMINSTER RUGS, in
confirmation tonight at the Church of
:
:
:
:
;
Oriental Patterns, Just Received. :
Holy Faith.
"Mr. and Mrs. John Baron Burg
CALL and see them whether yot buy or not
have returned from a trip of several
utore
In our newly improved
yon will find EVERYTHING
days' duration in Los Lunas, where
DATE FURNITURE.
in the line of UP-Tthey visited Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
'Luna."
Albuquerque Tribune Citizen.
ARE
DEPENDABLE
OUR
PRICES
OUR QUALITY AND
Attorney and Mrs. Neil B. Field accompanied by Miss Lona Lester of AlSPECIAL
Dishes and Onp Granite
SALE 0? Ranges,
buquerque, are spending some time
at the Field cottage on the upper Pemiles east of
cos, about twenty-fiv- e
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.
'iiere.
C. G. Titus, of El Paso, Texas, a
well known Y. M. C. A. worker, met a
number of business men yesterday
Ornamental Doors.
discussing Y. M. C. A. mat-- ,
ters and left for Prescott, Ariz., in the
evening.
Charles E. Linney, in charge of the
local
weather bureau, is expected
11'-11home tonight from Washington, where
he has been several weeks on matters pertaining to weather observation.
:
"Miss Ruth Winters, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Winters, accompanied
Governor Mills to Santa Fe yesterday.
Miss Winters will be the guest of the
Miss Madeline
governor's daughter,
Mills, for a week or two." Las Vegas Optic.
THE SECRET OF BEAUTY
'
A natty of land seekers from Pima,
are made to perfection from our
lies in a good complexion and the Ariz., arrived in the city yesterday
is
wood
the
because
Lumber)
secret of a good complexion is good
registered at the Coronado hotel
perfect in every particular aDd blood. Our toilet articles embrace and
party is made xip of three fami-free from every imperfection of everything to preserve the complexion The
lies including J. L., M. J. and Ida Wil
knots, cracks and warpings. and our blood purifiers enable one to son; Fred isentiey, KosaDea ana Jos
Every foot of it is thoroughly (have it.
eph White.
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so WARM WEATHER TOILET
"Cleofes Romero and his daughter,
it can be absolutely relied upon
Miss Marie Louise, went today to
of
The
daintiest
here
aids
by carpenters and builders, and powders, freckle lotions, sun-burtheir home in Santa Fe. Mr. Romero
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
has been here since Sunday, while
remedies are at your command.
tects hereabouts particularly
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed. Miss Marie has been visiting friends
and relatives here for some time."
mention our Lumber in their
Las Vegas Optic.
specifications.
STRlPLlNG-BURflOW- S
& Company.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Where your dollar buys the most.

and more complete, than ever.

Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with salety.

TRUST

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Uur prices are lower
than ever before

CO.

REAL ESTATE

O

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

j

K?jt

1

mm
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(EM WW
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National League.
Won. Lost Per Ct
2;!
43
.652
Chicago
21
40
.625
New York
34
30
.531
Pittsburg
32
.522
35
Cincinnati
33
.492
32
Philadelphia
.429
30
40
St. Louis
37
.422
27
Brooklyn
46
24
.343
Boston
American League.
Won Lost Per Ct.
22
.672
45
Philadelphia
27
39
.591
New York

Detroit

t- -

.545

oo

.475
.462
.358
.31S

35
43
45

Every well dressed lady selects her gloves,
and collars as well, with great care.
collars is new and
Our line of Corliss-Coo- n
shapely and will outwear the common kind
Ladies Kid Gloves for $1.25. Very dressy
and serviceable. Strongly sewed and good
finish.

Sioux City
Denver

43

Wichita

40
37
37
34
30
25

41

Lincoln
Omaha
Des Moines
St.

Joseph

Topeka

.614
.569
.563
.529
.487
.453
.435
.368

31
31
33
39
41

39
43

Genuine french kid finest quality $1.50 pair
These embody best style features now in
ogue.
The very best grade of Chamoisetle, easy
fitting and comfortable at 60c. pair.

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

'

EXPERT EMBALM ERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Prices Righ

.569

30

JUST RECEIVED

Won Lost Per Ct.

Charles W. Dudrow

Up-To-Da- te.

31

GLOVES AMD COLLAR

Western League.

n

ani

41
36
29
30
24
21

Boston
Cleveland
Chicago
Washington
St. Louis

1

Evervthine New

NEW STOCK

HOW THEY STAND.

2

The Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
on all Work.
Service.

Prompt, Day or Night.

Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RoS'
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Hour

Everything in Hardware.

BASEBALL.

fear.

1

Windows

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

j

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take uo the Isaac Walton Fever.

rwT&n

O

COME IN AND GET AC'
QUAINTED WITH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

j

ow

UNITED STATES BANK

HI

need some
It UU aiC
a few other
and
tackle,
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
inn;:
tkaf unn noorl Must rail at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right fliej.and anything else
you wish to know.
vou will

j

S NEVER TO LATE
T
AUN; START A
.

ARE YOU GAIN' FISHIN'MR. SPORTMAN?

PERSONAL MENTION.

Harry L. Patton, of Clovis, is here
o i business .
.
i .
L. E. Stump, of Tezuitan, Mexico, is

w -

fef

page nv?.

M.

National League.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
New York at Boston.
American League.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

Ladies Milanese Lisle best value ever shown
at the price 35c.
Good Grade Silk. Double fabric tips,
Splendid value at 60c. We have others of
best selections to pick from.

National League.
Cincinnati 1; St. Louis 0.
Pittsburg 3; Chicago 2.
Brooklyn 6; Philadelphia 2.
New York 8; Boston 3.
American League.
St. Louis 7; Detroit 4.

Philadelphia

3;

Washington

"W.
2.

Cleveland 5; Chicago 4.
Boston 2, 5; New York 3, 3.
Western League.
Lincoln 7; Omaha 3.
Sioux City 16; De3 Moines 13.
Wichita 6; Topeka 2.
St. Joseph 6; Denver 5.
Pacific Coast League.

Tewnsend

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
1

HM iHi'H,'m"'L-g- a

'"

CLARENDON
GARDEN

3; Portland 1.
Oakland 3; Sacramento 2.

Vernon

Los Angeles 4; San Francisco
American Association.
Minneapolis 3; Kansas City 4.
St. Paul 5; Milwaukee 4.
Southern League.
Nashville 1, 0; Birmingham 0,
Atlanta 1 ; New Orleans 4.
Memphis 0; Montgomery 3.

H.

2.

R, V.BOYLK

Mgr,

PANSY

PLANTSjNOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OfT!
FRESH LAI D EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
wholesome food
are yarded In the orchard under t he trees and fed on
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsoniur t
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REltDON

1

PODLTRI

YARDS

clt-a-

ectnc service

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

w

Electric Irons, Broilers,
fr
&rke
gJjX3 Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

and See
them in

Light Company

Operation

THE SAN1
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Si, Louis Rocky
Railway

iU

i

9i .11

lp

Company.

In effect March

21

Miles

19

O

f 8 20
f 8 35

31

9 35

T30
2

3 55
4 12

50

1

12

4

30

0

48
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A

t'upnlin
Viiril

Thompson
Cuiiiiiiiuliani
Hons.' N.M..I,v;
Kilt on. N. M,. Ar. 12 00
I.v
A
House, N.M..1A-- : 11 37
Lv7. Clifton House N' M.Ar, 1137
. .SPreston.
11 20
Lvi 11 00
A
A ri
10 40
Lv KoehlerJunct ion
in 51
Koeh leiv
.777.".""'."" coifux .7. 7."
tio 10"
9 42
Cerrososo
9 25
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
8 55
Ar
I.v
Cimarron
f8 47
Nash

f
f
f
f

i

lo

ti

il

K

i
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

qualities of Mother's Friend is
s
the future health of the ir.otlie.. It is a
that it
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother '6 Friend is sold at drug stores.
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.
safe-guard-

20
5 00
4 15
4 05
3 45
3 25
2 55

1

One of the most valuable

(Utact 1'p)

STATION'S
Lv. I'es Moines. N. M...Ari

10

If 8 50
'f 9 10

Ft 5nUVv aXIcAJT, SANTA

Certificate

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(Read Down)

A

THE BRADFiELD CO.. ATLANTA, GA

l

9 40

-

of Comparison.

Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby!
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at eleven o'clock a. m.,
on the tenth day of June, A. D., 1910;
Articles of Incorporation of The Mutu
al Building and Loan Association of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, No. 6163, and
also, that I have compared the following copy of the same with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it to
be a corect transcript therefrom and
of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this tenth day of June, A. D., 1910.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.

I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 10th
day of June, A. D., 1910, at 2 o'clock
p. m., and was duly recorded in book
one of the records of Corpor. page
396, on this 10th day of June, A. D.,
1910.

Witness my hand and seal of
P.

C.
M.

office.

GEO. W. ARMIJO,'
and Recorder, Santa Fe Co., N.

J. T. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
Notice for Publication
Isolated Tract.
No. 012067.
Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

June

3,

1910-Notic-

is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Act of Congress approved June 27,
1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, at
10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
July, at this office, the following
described land:
of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
SE
N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
Any person claiming adversely the

gained considerable foothold in por
Articles of Incorporation of
tions of the west and local conserva- The Mutual Building and Loan Asso
tionists and a number
throughout
5 50
08
ciation of Santa Fe. New
6 08
76
are urging those
California
southern
Mexico.
6 35
82
Palace.
ni00
of other states to arouse themselves
82
That we, the unIT
BE
KNOWN,
HarAclieson McClintock, Rincon;
86
n 08
situanew
this
of
to
the
to
importance
become incorpordesire
9
37
f8
88
f 7 is
Harlan
ry L. Patten and son, Clovis; Mrs. M. tion and a conference may result, at dersigned,
8 20
94
7 35
Ar
I'te I'ark, N. M...Lv
ated as a mutual building and loan
F. Rockwell, Coffeyville, Kas.; Mrs. which even more
urgent invitations
Arthur Spearin, Nowata, Okla.; Rt. will be made to Roosevelt to sweep association for the purpose of build"Connects with K. P. & S. V Ky, train N'o.121 arriving in Dawson. N", M. ai 6:15 p. in.
and
insr and improving homesteads,
Rev. J. M. Kendrick, Albuquerque; U.
Connects with K. P. &S, V. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.m.
d
land are advised to
asiuo au oruumry coubmeiniu, eveu -:
)nonev to the members there
B. Hollister, Denver; S. Spitz, E. C.
SStage for Van Houten N", M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
to postpone some
previous engage- jof ' and (l0 nereby voiuntarily associate file their claims, or objections, on or
C. AS. Pnsseneer trains arrive ami depart from DeMoines as follow :
Burke, City.
SOUTH ROUND
NORTH HOUND:
,
ment, if he chances to lhave one, in,
suchi under and by vir. before the time designated for sale.
No, 8. 10. 44 a. m.
No. 1, 4.48 a. 111.
Claire.
.
.
11 p. m.
these
that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
No,
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
order
organizations,
young
t , th Leeislative As- Raton and Preston with C&S.Ry. at
Edgar L. Hewett, City; C. G. Titus, shall not be discouraged in their inTrack connection with A. T. &. S.K.Ry.at
MexNew
of
Register.
the
Galis-teo- ;
of
Territory
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
sembly
Ortiz
New York; Jose
y Pino,
"is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
FRED MULLER,
ception and that the scheme to or- ico, approved February the 14th, A.
Cimarron, N. M. which
R.
H.
W.
Kansas
Bahret,
City;
M
N.
Red
and
Lakes,
the entire west,
Receiver.
entitled "An Act for the InUte Park, N. M. is depot for t he followins stations in N. M.Arroyo seco, Aurora,
H Waldron, Twin Falls, Idaho; C. L. ganize throughout
be prosecut- D.,1887,
local
may
clubs,
Loan
through
and
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro. Kliy.ibetiitown. Lofoo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
of
Building
corporation
Clines, Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. E. ed with even-greatRiver City, Till pa, Taos and Twining.
energy as a reR. Stafford, Phoenix, Ariz.; John H.
Daily. fKlag, tDaily except Sunday
west
to
visit
the
Roosevelt's
sult of
FBATEBNAL SOCIETIES.
The corporate name and style of
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
Sargent, El Rito.
1o this immense gathering of western this
be THE MUshall
G.
&
corporation
P.
G,
V.
P.
M.,
Agent,
Gregg.
Superintendent,
oil and coal men.
TUAL BUILDING AND LOAN ASSO
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Johnson, Tope-ka- ; mining,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
MASONIC.
CIATION OF SANTA FE, NEW MEX
E. L. Knight, Albuquerque; L. E.
ICO."
I.
TODAY
WebC.
20 YEARS AGO
Stump, Tezuittan, Mexico;
Montezuma Lodge No
This corporation shall be located
er, St. Joseph, Mo.; J. H. Yv'estbrook,
of
1, A. F. & A. M. Regbusi
its
and
place
have
principal
Las Vegas.
ular
communications
From the New Mexican of this date ness at Santa Fe, in the County of
Coronado.
1890.
first Monday of eaci
Santa Fe and Territory of New MexiJ. L. Wilson, M. J. Wilson, Ida Wilmonth a Alasonic ha;
Governor Prince returned yesterday co, and the name of tihe agent thereson, Fred Bently and family, Rosabell from Las
at 7.30 (, m.
Vegas.
in' and in charge thereof and upon
White and Joseph White, Pima, Ariz.;
S. Harroun has returned whom
W.
Mrs.
H. H. DORMAN,
J.
is
R.
served
be
may
process
R. L. Robertson, City; R. W. Horton,
from a six weeks' visit to Chicago.
his successor as secretary
or
Acting Master.
Crichton,
P.
J.
Moriarty.
Hogan,
Hyer;
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
General R. E. Carr, president of the of said Association.
ALAN It. McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Water Company, arrived The capital stock of this corporaDouglas, and all Points in New
COAXING
ROOSEVELT TO
and is registered at the tion shall be two hundred thousand
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
ATTEND MINING CONGRESS.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Palace.
R. A. M.
dollars ($200,000), divided into one
Regular conPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
W. M. Maynadier and Chief thousand (1,000) shares of a par value tiff?
vocation second Monday of
Major
Off
All
Thinks
It's
Conservationists
Clerk Paul A. Cimaren are here today of two hundred dollars ($200) each.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
each month at Masonic
With Them Unless
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
paying off the troops at Fort Marcy.
The entrance fee shall be one dol
Comes to Their Rescue.
Hon. W. E. Dame, one of the clev lar ($1.00) per capita for each sub- S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
&
erest south Santa Fe county's young; scri))en
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
7.
Los Angeles, Calif., July
Every men, is in flie capitol today perfectTne term for which, this corporation
mail brings added hope to the Ameri- ing title before the land office "where
is to continue is forty (40) years.
Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
in
can Mining Congress headquarters
the future city of Cerrillos is to be loassocia
this
which
The
for
1, K. T. Regular conclave
purpose
jj
this city that former President Roose- cated."
is formed is to carry on the busifourth. Monday in each
tion
gi$Sg-this
of
convention
the
ii
h velt will attend
D. S. Lowitzki was at Espanola yes- ness of a mutual building and loan as iS252
month at Masonic Hall at
national convention, along with Gif- terday and states that Fred Lewis is sociation under the laws of the Ter
7:30 p. m.
R.
for
AuJames
ford Pinchot,
Garfield,
coming here about the middle of
of New Mexico, for the purpose
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
For Rates and full information address
mer Governor Pardee and others, to gust with several Apache sprinters ritory
and improving homesteads W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of
defend the conservation fight that it who are to run races with local sprin- andbuilding
loaning money to members there
FOX,
is now apparent will be waged on the ters for money.
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
and to do such other acts as are
of,
floor of this gathering.
The Difference.
A.
or proper for such objects 14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
necessary
received
Word has already been
Here are some of the differences in under the laws of the Territory of Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
El Paso Texas.
from a large number of western gov- climate in New Mexico and other New Mexico.
the third Monday of each month
13
..
.,-r- .-:ernors that they will attend this con places: In New Mexico the nignts are The number of shares subscribed on
at
7:30
vention and that they are also urging always cool, sunstroke is unknown, for is two hundred wttiich are sub- - Masonic o'clock in the evening in
Hall, south side of Plaza,
Mr. Roosevelt to be present. Con- the death rate is low, there are no
the following named Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
servation strikes more directly at the mad dogs and no epidemics of dis- scribed for by
dially invited to attend.
industries represented in this organi- eases. In New Mexico the winters F. P.
J. G. Schumann 20;
9;
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Sturges
and
zation of mining, smelting, coal
are mild, the death rate of children R. H. Hanna 10; Frank Owen 7; J. C.
Venerable Master.
oil operators than at any other westsumthe
low
for
W. H. Kerr, 10; R. J. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
during the summer
7;
McConvery
numa
the
ern industry and
fact that
mers are cool; the velocity of the Crichton
F. C. Wilson 10; Fred
Secretary.
ber of powerful western delegations wind is low; cyclones and hurricanes Muller 35;15;Owen L. Wood 25; Jose
are coming to the Los Angeles meet- are unknown; the air is dry, relative D. Sena.
L.
E.
18; Jacob Weltmer 5;
B. P. O. E.
ing to advocate a. reactionary policy, humidity is low and consumption, if Wheeler 4; R. W. Barry 15; J. A.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
secure
to
the
passage
by attempting
not too far advanced, can be cured Wood 10.
holds its regular session on the secof resolutions unfavorable to Roose- and often is.
and the entrance fee of one dollar ond and iourth Wednesday of each
velt's favorite policy to conserve naof
the
In the north, east and south
thereon has been month. Visiting brothers are invited
tional resources, has intensified the United States, the nights are hot and ($1.00)in. per capita
paid
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
demand on the part of Roosevelt ad- sweltering, the death rate of adults
The directors who shall manage the J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
his
defend
come
and
he
mirers that
and children is high; hydrophobia ex affairs of this corporation for the first
Secretary.
faith and theirs. Unless the mining, ists; epidemics and yellow fever are three months
shall be nine in numsmelting, oil and coal industries can frequent; cyclones, hurricanes and ber as follows:
Knights of Pythias.
that overflows, hot and cold waves, blizto be reconciled to conservation,
F. P. Sturges, J. G. Schumann, R.
Santa
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
a
doubtful
will
lhave
coast
longevity,
policy
zards, storms on the Atlantic
H. Hanna, Frank Owen, J. C. McCon- Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
FE
so far as the Rocky mountain and Pa- are of frequent occurrence, and conW. H. Kerr, R. J. Crichton, F. C. Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
cific coast states and territories are sumption and kindred diseases carry very,
Wilson and Owen Wood, all of Santa O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitare
industries
as
these
concerned,
off a large percentage of people.
Fe, Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
more vitally interested in the dispoHere in a few words are represent
return
and
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, We
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Embudo
lands
$2.65
than
unsettled
of
sition
public
t
ed the differences in the climate of
our hands and seals JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
adverse New Mexico and various large sec have hereunto set
If
other
industry.
any
large
"
9th day of June, A. D., 1910.
4.55
Tres Piedras
action is secured by the reactionaries tions of the country. New Mexico this
(Signed)
at the American Mining Congress it within the next few years is bound to
"
F. P. Sturges, (Seal); James C! CHEAP
ROUND
Antonito
6.30
would prove a serious blow to the con- become a popular resort for people
J. G. Schumann,
McConvery,
(Seal);
western
movement
and
the
servation
who want to enjoy good health and the
R. H. Hanna, (Seal); Frank
Chama
9.50
, "
advocate of conservation,
RATES
realizing finest climate on the North American (Seal);
W. H. Kerr, (Seal);
Owen,
(Seal);
himself
and
is
bringing continent,
this,
arousing
and 1 n "7fl
Jose D. Sena (Seal); R. W. Barry,
a v. I vr
such preasure as he can to bear to inTO ALL POINTS VIA
(Seal); Owen L. Wood, (Seal); F. C.
duce Mr. Roosevelt to come to the CANON CITY BELIEVES
Jacob
Weltmer,
Wilson,
(Seal);
meeting and go onto the floor of the
IN SCENIC HIGHWAYS.
(Seal); J. A. Wood, (Seal); E. L.
and fight his policy
convention
Wheeler,
(Seal); R. J. Crichton,
issue.
a
successful
Tihey
through to
Roads Being Built to Mag- (Seal); Fred Muller, (Seal).
Splendid
realize that this can never he accomnificent Scenery Which Would
Territory of New Mexico,
Effective June 2nd, 1910
plished by ordinary methods of the
Otherwise Be Inaccessible.
County of Santa Fe. ss.
academic kind, by discussion in the
ATLANTIC
CITY $74.05
Be it remembered, that on this day:
public press, by speeches or by their
P. H. McBRIDE, AGENT.
7
Another
Canon
Colo.,
July
City,
the
before
me,
own conservation conventions, where
personally appeared
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
no attack could he expected to be link in Canon City's spelndid system undersigned, a notary public in and
when
was
ordered
of
scenic
driveways
Terrifor
the
of
Fe
Santa
and
County
made on the policy.
BOSTON
$77.95
to tory aforesaid, F. P. Sturges, J. G.
If Mr. Roosevelt comes to the con- the city council appropriated $500
vention and takes off his coat and construct a roadway through the Roy-to Schumann, R. H. Hanna, Frank Ow- CHICAGO
$50.35
which was ceded
en, J. C. McConvery, W. H. Kerr, R. J.
goes into the debate in his whirlwind al Gorge park,
ConDETROIT
of
act
Crichton, F. C. Wilson, Fred Muller,
$60.35
fashion, leading the conservation Canon City by a recent
Owen L. Wood, and Jacob Weltmer,
forces and meeting the attacks on gress.
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
The road will be two miles long and E. L. Wheeler, R. W. Barry, Jose D.
their policy from whatever quarter
are
A.
whom
each
of
J.
where
Sena,
Wood,
Royal Gorge
KANSAS
CITY
they came, many influential conserva- built from a point
,
$35.35
tionists of the Pacific coast feel that road, now being built by the county well and personally known to me to
same
be
who
executed
the
enters
ST.
LOUIS
the park
persons
they would sweep opposition before with convict labor,
$44.35
them and intrench their policies in to the top of the Royal Gorge, directly the foregoing instrument of writing,
$75.15
public favor in one stroke, thus bring- above the hanging bridge. The Mer- and each separately acknowledged NEW YORK
ing the mining, smelting, coal and oil chants' Association and the county that Hie signed, sealed and executed
with the same freely and voluntarily, and
men into line with them, whereas a commissioners are
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
lamentable repulse to their policies the city authorities and construction for the purpose therein stated.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
is likely to occur if Roosevelt does work will begin at once.
BETWEEN
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
in
in
not realize the importance of the sitbenow
is estimated that the road
It
notarial seal this ninth day of June,
uation and fails to come.
constructed by the county at great A. D., 1910.
Gifford Pinchot, James R. Garfield ing
of
the
boundary
expense will reach
&
(Signed) N. B. LAUGHLIN,
and other conservation celebrities the
by August 1, and it Is the inpark
to
come
to
Notary Public.
the
RIGHT.
have already agreed
to
of
the
have the city branch
tention
Seal)
convention and will do all they can
at the same time so (Notarial
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
My commission expires January 11,
to stem the tide, but it is doubtful if road completed
will
accessible
be
of
the gorge
the top
1914.
of Roosevelt's
the
corning
question
Don Gaspar Avenue
a. m. Daily.
tourists during August.
ENDORSED,
will be allowed to rest until conven- to
No.
6463,
he
shows
if
a
tion day itself,
dispoFORTUNE BEQUEATHED TO
For information regarding freight
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 60,
sition to ignore their invitation.
CHURCH INSTITUTIONS.
BAPTIST
Articles
of Incorporation of The
The conservation movement
has
and passenger rates etc. call
Chester, Pa., July 7. Baptist insti- Mutual Building and Loan Association
It Is an admitted fact that real esThere is always some person at one
societies are to receive of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and
tutions
all
men
merchant
and
financial
tate,
to
time or another who has printing be
at city office, Laughlin Block
$95,000 by the will of Samuel A.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
that quickest and bsx results are
done and if the work is to be first say
millionaire
the
11
a.
m.
manufacturer, Mexico, June 10, 1910;
Crosor,
obtained by advertising In the New
or Phone 145.
NATHAN JAFFA,
who died recently. With the excepclass the New Mexican job printing Mexican.
to
the
of
the
church
the
bequests
tion
Secretary.
department can fill tihe bill. Why get
rest of the estate, estimated at severCompared C. F. K., to J. O.
L H. GIBSON,
Rebound When excellent wont can
first
any
way,
isn't
class,
that
printing
millions or dollars, is given to
of New Mexico, x
al
the
Consult
Territory
at
home.
done
be
such
Is
of
right
since appearance today
City Frt.& Pass. Agt.
County of Santa Fe. ss.
TMMffr1'''''"
New Mexican Bindery.
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GROWS HAIR

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended- - Location
Certificate,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor.
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,

fiVtA

and we can

2

PROVE IT!

4

lady from Minnesota writes:
'
As a resuit uf using Dmnlerme, my hair
is close to five feet in length."
A

and the outlook is most, nrnmisina-Small Cost
The large star drill is going down Beautiful Hair
from 60 to 100 feet a day. The develtroubles, like many other diseases, have
wrongly diagnosed and altogt tin r misopment is under the direction of H. A. tTAIR
understood. The hair Um is not tbethini; to
be treated, lor the-- reason that it i simply a pi outlet
Link, superintendent.
of the scalp and holly dependent upon it action.
Sierra County Schiele Chapman The scalp
is the very soil in w hich the hair is pronurtured and yrewn. mil it akmr should
and associates of Colorado Springs, duced,
receive the attention if results are to be expected.
have partially exercised their option It would do no earthly r..o1 to treat the stein of a
with a view o! leaking it urow and Income
upon the Ivanhoe property at Chlor- plant
more beautiful t!;e soil in which the ;.!ai.t grows
be
must
attended to. Tlu reiore. the scalp in which
ide, Sierra county, and the first payor grows must receive
the attention if you are
ment has been made. Kansas City then
to expect it to grow and become more beautiful.
men are providing the financial backof hair is caused by U.e scalp drviue up,
or losing its supply of moisture cr nutriment: when
ing. It is understood that active op- baldness
occurs the
has siniplv lost all its
erations will begin soon, with Mr. nourishment, leaving nothing for the hair to feed
or
even
a
upon
die under similar
would
tree
(a
plant
Chapman in charge at the mine. The coud'.tions.)
Ivanhoe property is one of the famous
Tiie natural thins to do in either case, is to feed
:.s the case maybe,
replenish the soil or
old Black Range producers.
It was and
and your crop will growscalp
and muilipiy as nature
owned and operated by Colonel "Boh" iutended it should.
Krowlton's Danrierine has a most wonderIngersoll in the early '80s. It is a ful effect
upon the hair glands and tissues of the
r
property in scalp, it is tho only remedy
high grade
tor tiie hair ever
that is similar to thrt natural haiiwhich the associated gold values are discovered
or
foods
!tquid3 of tne scalp.
..
rrvuic
j
in1n.tnnnn
j il
11
cuubiueiciuie
miui
It prnetn.tes the pores quickly and the hair
sonn
shows
in
the efiucts of its wonderfully ehilar- the
Shaft
the
has
deepest
property
uuu
qualities.
district, the bottom of which shows uuijkOne
bottle is enough to convince yon of
the same steady and high values dis- its j;reat worth- as ita hair (trowing and hair beautiThe fying remedy- try and see for yourself.
closed in the upper workings.
NOW at al! druggists In three sizes,
ore is dhiefly burnite. The property
50c and $1.00 per botiie.
25c,
and
is
an
excellent
record
has
regarded is one of the best claims in the
s'unv low fi'"ckly Cindcrine
i FREE To
district.
acts, we will send a lare saw
free
Ctlt
pie
hy return mail to anyone who
A large force of men is making rapstlK's this free coupon to the.
id progress in the remodeling and re- This
DAHDERINE CO., CHiMGO,
KNQWLTON
ILL.,
Out )
construction of the old Phillipsburg
their name and address and 10c
in silver or stamps to pay postage.
mill. Portions of the old machinery,
available for use with the new process
are retained, and new machinery necessary to complete the plant will be
.
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sheet

sheet.
Mininc; Deed.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
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Statement.
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Th o rrOTQtinir (mtniiQiiTt to alec rf nrxnnni. n.tf-tinctallorl
wl,4
r:i..f. 1,.
"Directions for living and sleeping
the Black Range Reduction Company, quartz gangue.
in the open air," is the title of a pamwhich purchased the old mill and mill
The Pence Mining Company has en- - phlet being sent out today by the Na-ca- l
ue aim wmcn owns consiaeraDie countered a heavy flow of water in
representatives in all parts of the
mining property in tjhe district. In ad the deepest workings of the old Aber- United States.
dition to treating its own ores, the deen mine
The pamphlet is meant to be a hand- (500 foot depth), necessitat
company expects to do custom work, ing suspension of
the book of information for anybody who
until
operations
for which there is a distinct field. The arrival nf a lnrp-pnnmn anil adrlH-irdpsirps 0 slppn nut nf rlnnr in his
camp has many immense deposits of a, power equipment. A carload of ma- - own home. It emphasizes the fact
ruill'ng ore which can be made to chinery is now being transported t"at outdoor sleeping is as desirable
yield a handsome profit under
Lordsb
and th
wlu for the well as for the sick. The
but which do not justify .
.... again, ast suoa
win kq COnt f,.
v
m.c uir maisc ij au,v- iic
iu
itcuvu
uiieiatiun
cVliri-lT(y iindDr livletintr roti rliH fn
rf
one
for
it at the headquar
applying
the machinery can be installed
transportation. The great size ot
ters of the National Association for
The
Calumet
Arizona
and
Mining
disseminated
these ore bodies and the
the Study and Prevention of Tubervalues ranging from $6 to $20 per ton, Company has engineers examining culosis in New York, or to the secremine,
make them very attractive commer and sampling the Superior
tary of any local or state
option at a
cially to practical and . conservative which they. havec tuiunder
association.
nn
a
a
rri
n.innin. puce ui $i.uu,uuu. me piut;mining men. It is understood that jimiuuase
Some of the subjects of which the
ertv is beine thoroushlv investisated
treats are, How to take the
will be prepared to receive ore within! by the best engineers in the employ pamphlfit
"
"i'-"m a tenement
of
is
that
the
company and it
90 days.
expected
how t0 build a sma11 sIiack or
-house
be
of
will
the
the
property
purchase
decent thorouefh samnlines of the
in anvancp nr tne nnr uauiii em a nat iuui tii tne city, xtuw
workings at the 200 foot level of the consummarpn
make ,one comfortable while sleep- c. . treasury mine snows general set for expiration of the option, Sep- - ing outdoors
either in hot or cold
1.
Member
The
has
Superior property
conditions to be very much better at
to arrange a porch on
how
weather;
this level than they were at the 100 Deen a steady and neavy snipper un- a country house; and how to build a
M.
of
lease
der
the
Marsalis.
foot level. The improvement; in this
cheap porch; the construction of tents
Several thousand dollars worth of and tent houses; the kinds of beds
big ore body through the last 100 feet
of sinking has been remarkable. It is machinery is now on the way to and bedding to use in outdoor
sleepunderstood that the average values Lordsburg for .the equipment
of - the ing and various other topics. The
.
,
1 UU
tnave mure
i
J
i
uu
tuau uouuieu. Aiiuuugm
aiwooq propemes recently acquired book is well illustrated and attractive-officia- l
figures are given out, it is un- - j by Messrs. Leber and Cook. The new jy prepared.
aersioou uiai. tne recent, sampling o: company win oe Known as the Amer
The object of the book is to suggest
the workings at No. 2 level shows can Beauty Mining Company.
'
to consumptives who can- particularly
to
close
of
$22
per
general averages
The contract for the large concen- - not secure admission to a sanatorium
ton. The south level has been extend- trator of the Chino
Copper Company, bow they can be treated at home uned a distance of about 125 feet and to be erected three quarters of a mile
der the direction of a physician. In
of
ore
some
the best
has opened up
from
station on the Santa Rita view of the fact that there are less
ever found in the property, This de- branchHarley
of the Santa Fe railway, has than 25,000 hospital beds in the Unit- velopment is somewhat unexpected, it jjust been let to the Minneapolis Steel ed States for consumptives and fully
having been the prevailing opinion and Iron Company. The mammoth 300.000 who should be in
hospitals,
that the country south of No. 1 shaft
will have a daily capacity of 3,- - the National Association urges that
held small values. The general aver- plant
COG tons and will cover several acres
more attention be paid to sleeping in
age of the south workings, however, of
that
is
It
reported
ground.
roperly places at home, and that in
theji
is greater than that of the north
on these improve- - every case the best be made of the
2 level north company will spend
No.
far.
thus
workings,
and others that are planned, tient's environment,
has been extended about 100 feet and
two and a half million dollars within
is still showing steady and normal
twelve
JUDGE
The
GARRIGUES
next
months.
ithe
plana
ore
of
values. Several shutes
shipping
TAKES TO GARDENING,
have been encountered in No. 2 level M the company are on an immense
will
the
execution
their
and
give
as
be
and will
opportunity
explored
offers.
The company is concentrat- milling luuustiy in tuis secLiuii a uiaicna iy niijumcnia vvnne vviciuiny
the Spade Industriously
impetus.
Signed
ing its work in the opening up and great
Order Promptly.
connect
the
will
A
of
anrailway
spur
blocking out of a vast tonnage in
branch of the Santa Fe
ticipation of the early erection of its Santa Rita
This spur will he about
mill.
Oreeeley, Colo., July 7. Judge Garwith
the
understood
own treatment plant. It is
equipment rigues held court in his garden and
that the present blocked out ore re- a mile in length and theordered.
It continued industriously digging while
serves in the U. S. treasury mine will for It has already been
60
application was argued for a
four;3"
exsteel
of
consists
rails,
pound
approximate 200,000 tons, which is
steam straining order. Attorney M. H.
Marion
two
91
about
of
an
average
to
yield
pected
40 cars and two complete ma- - worth of Fort Collins made the appli- of
$8 per ton. Upon the completion
No. 2 level north, and when the run chine shops for the concentrator; Cdun ana asuea tne court that the or
der De granted immediately in order
ning of several cross cuts has been three 1250 K. W. unit engines direct to
restrain Mrs. Fred Harrington from
finished, the company will conduct ex- driven by three Corliss engines of
of property which her husdisposing
72x
of
construcset
one
1250
mill
to
horse
power each;
haustive tests prior
band does not wish her to dispose of.
tion. Cross-cuttinalready done at 20 inch rolls weighing 175 pounds;
the 200 foot level, but not yet finished nine Garfield Chilean mills, weighing The court agreed with Aylesworth
as neither wall has been found, shows 175,000 pounds; six sets 42x16 inch that haste was necessary. While Aylesworth held the court's shovel the
ore approximately 30 feet wide.
rolls, weighing 120,000 pounds; nine
court signed the restraining order.
The Silver Monument operators, af- Garfield Chilean mills, weighing
Garof
sets
line
six
oreless
each;
ter a long and practically
pounds
NOTICE.
of development, (have struck some field jigs; 24 Garfield tables, 18 Wil-fle450
vanners.
Fru
ore.
is
fine
tables,
the first high grade
It
All persons are herewith forbidden
The ore bin will have a capacity of
they have found since beginning their
to enter upon the lands of the Santa
unare
tons.
At
there
18,000
shows
tunnel.
It
chalcopyrite,
present
long
der construction, ten buildings, such Fe Water and Light Company for the
bornite and native silver.
purpose of fishing in the large reserGrant County Since the resump- as office, store, warehouse, dormitory voir of said
company, this notice becom
tion of operations at the Miser's Chest and employes' residences. The
Section 4, Chapter 83,
under
ing
given
on
water
is
Whisky
developing
mine near Lordsburg, Grant county, pany
of
the
Session
Laws
of 1909, which
tinder the direction of S. W. Maltbie, creek, Cameron creek, Apache Tejo provides that "'it shall be unlawful for
four
On
all
at
Branch.
a
places
and
steady shipments of ore averaging
any person to enter upon said perm-ise- s
car a day have been maintained. The pumping plants will be installed to
or enclosure for the purpose of
Miser's Chest is one of the best as pump water to the concentrator.
or fishing, or to kill or injure
hunting
well as the oldest mines in the Virany
animals or fish within such
birds,
INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO
ginia district, with a good past shipenclosure or pasture at any time with
OUTDOORS.
SLEEP
out the permission of such owner or les
ping record, and has an immense
nage of ore blocked out above the
see, and any person violating the proDirections
of
the
Issued
By
fifth level. The shipments now being Pamphlet
visions of this section shall be deemed
National Tuberculosis Associamade consist of dump ore, of which
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
tion.
there is a vast amount, taken out tional Association for the
conviction thereof shall he punished
and
when the mine was last worked, and Prevention of Tuberculosis Study
of not less than $50 nor
lo- - by a fine
to
its
unore mined near the surface. It is
more than $100 or by imprisonment
derstood that deep mining will be refor not less than
days or more
sumed at an early date. The prop- CHICHESTER
PILLS than sixty days, orthirty
such fine
both
by
IIUAMl.
and Imprisonment in the discretion of
erty is well equipped with machinery
for
auk
a
wruKzml
your
jauiral
IHumond
for deep mining. The Miser's Chest
the court.'
IMIla in
and Hold
boxes, sealed with Blue metalllcVy
Ribbon. V
adjoins the Bonney mine on the south
FRANK OWEN,
TnWe no other. Buy of your V
DruirsrlKt. Askfortllll.Clflcs.TER3
and west and the ores from the two
Santa
Manager
Fe
Water and Light
DIAMOND
KliANU PIW.S, for 25
pioperties are quite similar In char years known as nest. Safest, Always Keliahl
Company.
acter sulDhides. oxides and carbonSOLD BV DStGGISTS EVERVWHERE
Santa Fe, N. M June 20, 1010.
j
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FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
Reason for selling, old age and poor
health. Apply P. Hesch.

Coal Declaratory
Statement with
The wise father takes his old reAfvolver out and buries it deeply as Power of an Attorney,
ExCIGAR SALESMAN WANTED
fidavit and Corroborating
soon as his first child it boru.
Sell
our
brands
unnecessary.
perience
sheet.
Affidavit,
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
FORCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
Notice,
sheet,
Affidavit
of Assessment.
sheet
j
FOR SALE My stock of general
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Tearing Ven- merchandise, store rent free, good location;
very little competition. Buy
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Address Mrs. Henry J.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks, from owner.
Young, Cerro, N. M.
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
TYPEWRITERS
Bill of Sale Range
Delivery, 14
ndju.-U'New
iuui
sheet.
plati iis furnished. Hilhon m.d stippllf-;
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Typewriters sold, !exe!iai:tfed and rented
Authority to Gather, Drive and Standard makes bundled. . All repair wori-anMmta Ke
typewriters jrUHiant-edHandle Animals Bearing Owner's ReTypewriter Kvcliniitre.
corded Brand,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
WANTED Position
with general
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owners-Recorde- mercantile
firm, by first class man of
sheet
Brand,
15 years' experience wHh native trade.
Certificate of. Brand.
sheet.
Address J. C. care of the New Mexi'
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
can.'
Patient Wow! Tooth out, I said;
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
not head off!
sheet,
Appeal Bond.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
EXPLAINED.
sheet.
Appearance Bond.
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- Appearance Bonl on Continuance, Resident Entry man,
sheet.
Sheet.
(J. P.),
Votice of Intention to make final
Bond of Appearance,
(District proof,
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Additional Entry,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
1 2
320 Homestead Entry,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet. sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of ApForcible Entry and Detainer, Com- plicant, full sheet.
sheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum-- j
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
nions,
Township Plats, full sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
General Blanks.
Execution Forcible Entry and De-Bond for Deed.
sheet.
sheet.
tainer,
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
1A choi,t
Bonloirln
Hubby Why, dear, how did you
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
happen to run in here at this time of
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
day? What has
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14
Official Bond,
sheet.
'
Wifey I just ran in because I ran sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
out.
sheet
Warrant,
of Mortgage, full sheet.
Hubby Why, what do you mean?
Commitment, 4 sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Wifey Ran out of money, of course.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
Report of the Assessors, full sheet.
I've been shopping.
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet.
T
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,' IIVIe. A DLL ALL
BEASTLY HABIT.
I

"

silver-coppe-

i

WANTED Good cook ; reference
required. Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, 238
Agua Fria street.

2

s

locally

FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

2

!

1

WAN

Printed and fo sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

Mountain
District The
Mining
Mangus Development Company is re- ported to be getting excellent results
from churn drilling in its properties
in the Burro mountains, Grant county, notwithstanding the difficulties encountered in the character of the rock.
Two drills are at work in Emerald
gulch and a third one at Midway. Both
drills in Emerald gulch are in ore

AT
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'

j

j

i

2

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

!

2

!

1-- 4

2

2

4

1-- 4

2

!

4

2

I

2

1-- 4

I

2

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

1--

4

sheet.

Execution, 4 sheet.
Summons, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P, Complaint, 4 sheet
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet.
School Blanks.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher, 12
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
Lawd Dunluver I admiah the debetween Directors and TeaContract
of
ouah cousins across the
mocracy
sheet.
watah, but bah Jove, their habit of chers,
sheet.
Oaths of School Director,
permitting fowls to roost ou their
Certificate
of apportionment
of
beds is beastly.
School Funds,
sheet.
Lawd Duberry An' 'ow's that?
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Lawd Dunluver A Yankee I met in
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
the Louvre said that where he came
District Clerks' Annual Report,
from the fahmahs all went to bed with
the chickens.
sheet.
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead
sheet.
Entry,
A TERRIBLE MISFORTUNE.
Affidavit,

LOCAL TRIANS
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. tn.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- nect with No. 1
also takt s

1-- 4

1-- 4

2

west-houn-

1-- 2

passengers for

2

ing La my

,

1-- 4

m.

sheet.

full sheet.

sheet.

2
2

sheet.

at 3:35

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. n
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i

i

2

Yearly Proof.
Final Proof.
Contest Notice,

Returning

P. 01.

,

Non-Miner-

sheet.

pass-

d

m.

Train arrives from the north

1-- 4

Ayles-shovel-

east-boun-

p.

tn.

4

Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet.
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet.
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness,

2

east-boun-

1-- 4

j

at 6:30

arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at S'anta Fe 11:10 jj. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15

.

4

1-- 2

No.

KEI'AKT.MKNT OF TH K INTKKIOH.
Indian Affairs. Washington, l, '.
Scaled proposals for lettintr grazing privileges on the Mesealero Indian Reservation
New Mexieo. under the permit system,
will he received at the Ofilce of the
of Indian Affairs, Washington.
I). (' until 2 oVIoek p. in, Monday August
29 1910, and will be immediately thereafter
opened in the presence of such 'bidders 11s
may attend. Mapsshowing location of the
grazing districts and all necessary information may be obtained on application to
the superintendent of tne Mesealero Indian
New Mexico. K. ti,
School, Mesealero,
VALENTIN K, Commissioner.
Olllci' of

g

i

55,-00- 0

S

K--

"Why is Harold so depressed?"
"Poor boy! His is an awfully sad
case. I've done my best to cheer him
np, but he just can't throw off his
trouble. He had such a cold and was
so hoarse at the football game yesterday that he couldn't help give his college yell."

THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND

RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE

HER IDEA OF IT.
WiJWt'll

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE

Mrs. Payne I wish you would sav
up your money and buy a yacht,
George.
Mr. Payne What for, my dear?
Mrs. Payne We need so many
things for tho table. And winning
races seems euoh a cheap way to get

silverware.

MORE PLEAS QRE FOR ALL

J.

"J

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Seoretary for premium llsts' orUotherlinforniation
JOHN B. McMANUS
H. O'RIELLY,
Secretary.
President.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
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an early evening wind subsiding into lands
au almost dead calm. Front verandas six.
une occupied by many sleepless ones
and sleeping porches seemed little in

in a section sixteen or

from the fighters, William T. Rock.
The attorneys of the concern are inrespectfully,
vestigating the legal status of the sitS. V. PROUDFIT,
uation, preparatory to laying it before
(Continued From Kane Two.)
The
Asst. Conir. Mr. Rock on his arrival here without
4
rooms.
bath
Turkish
of
NO-advance
delay.
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular minimum was reached at 5:30 Wednesday morning when the government JOHNSON ACCEPTS
price, McConvery 415 Palace Ave.
$20,000 CHALLENGE.
If your house needs cleaning phone glass read 81. The weather last night
east
a
"back
like
night
it
S.
F. Wa- i,
just
us and we will do the rest.
El Paso Herald.
(Continued From Page One.)
stic ky, hot, close."
ter & Light Co.
men-for
and
exclusive
j
Sole
in
Rain"
agents
the
He Was "Caught
is a
MONEY AND METALS.
S. F. across the river to Ciuadad
Juarez,
New York, July 7. Lead quiet, $4.35
comedy from start to finish. See it at mond Electric Suction Cleaner.
I
Mexico, and rake in the El Paso coin.
Water & Light Co.
1lie Elks' theatre.
4.45; copper weak, standard spot
WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES,
"
of Advertisement AttenRobin FamilyThe land omce
The
and
Change
Sept. $1.8012.00; silver 54
OF
FRESH
KINDS
100
7.
ALL
Over
Pittsburg, Pa., July
tion is called to the change of adver- officials are much interested in a "fam-GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
tisement of F. Andrews in today's ilv" of young robins which have been negroes arraigned yesterday at the
Chicago, 111., July 7. Wheat Sept.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc. etc.
issue.
in a nest in a tree a. short Mce station on the charge of rioting 101
Dec. 101
Nathan Salmon's Ad Attention is distance from the second story win-- ; during the Johnson celebration in the
Corn Sept. 60
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
Dec. 58
on
a
in
district
rampage
called to the change of advertisement dow of the land office. "Mammy";"11'
Oats Sept. 39; Dec. 40.
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
court room during the hearings,
of the big department store of Nathan Robin selected comfortable
quarters
Pork July $24.50; Sept. $22.15.
e
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
vohce offifers in charge
Salmon. Summer goods will be .sold for the little birds and evidently the,
Lard July $12.02
Sept. 12.02
Center avenue station were
at greatly reduced prices and the ad- diet of seeds provided them has been',
to
the
control:
when
able
negroes
they
TRY OUR LEMON PIES.
vertisement has much of interest to
Ribs July $12.47
producing for the little rascals
Sept $11.97
Magistrate Alpern declaring
the reader.
have waxed strong and large with
"-f
J
v"
M'.'rder in Otero County L. J. Mul- tonishinsr rapidity. It seems that all
WOOL MARKET.
len was murdered at Pinon, Otero of the robins have been practicing; their cases.
St.
Louis,
July 7. Wool unchanged
Alpern retired to his private office
county on Sunday. U. Pedigo was ar- with their wings but one of them, in
western mediums 18
and
territory
to
in
sent
riot
and
call
a
the central
rested at Weed and is now being held attempting to make an aerial ascen-- i
mediums
fine
22;
1617; fine 1214.
under $5,000 bond to answer the sion this morning took the customary station. The negroes took possession
LIVESTOCK.
room
while
court
the
the
of
policecharge. Mullen was shot down with "aeroplane downward shute" and landKansas City, Mo., July 7. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
men held all the doorways, preventing
a Winchester and the murder is said
6,000, including 2500 southed on the grass below. Just how the
any of the crowd from escaping.
to have been caused by a family quar- would-b- e
market,
steady to 10 cents lowfledgeling will get along reerns;
themSome of the blacks contended
rel.
Bt3SSB2aB5ZSSSS?3HSI
mains to be seen. One of the robins selves with smashing the furniture in er. Native steers $4.758.25; southDo away with "Blue Monday" and
spent the forenoon peeping out of his the court room, but the bolder spirits ern steers $3.757.25; southern cows
done
have
washing
your
electricity.
by
nest and among the audience of in- led the way to the cell rooms, intent $2.505.00; native cows and heifers
during entire
S. F. Water & Light Co.
terested spectators the bird gazed at on effecting a jail delivery. The two $2.50 7.00; stockers and feeders $3.25
month of
Issued A. E. was
1910
Marriage Licenses
Major Fred Muller, the receiver turnkeys with drawn revolvers held
5.75; bulls $4.75; calves $3.758.00;
"Walker, clerk of the Bernalillo county or the lanci omce. me
western sters $4.757.75; western
uowevei, the mad(lened crowd at bay.
uira,
probate court, has granted the follow- made no attempt to take a homestead
.We won-- t obey no whlte jU(3ges cows $3.005.50.
All Summer Dress Gooils, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
ing marriage licenses: Benito Gutier- on government land, and seemed
Hogs
Receipts, 7,000; market,
any more was 'the Cry of the
Uwe, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
rez and Alguinita Pachecio; Esteridon
Bulk of sales $9.85
10 cents lower.
well pleased with its pres- - onerSi
Uwlern-ear- .
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Archibeque and Martina Sanchez; W. out habitation. The red breast asso-- !
butchers $9.00
and
9.20;
from
the
packers
Firemeu
neighboring
SUM MER GOODS LA TESTS 7' YLES and DESIGNS
K. Kirkpatrick and Ruth E. Sheffer.
with a class of robins was not.gine house assisted the turnkeys in 9.20; light $9.109.25;
pigs $9.00
The latter are from Madrid, Santa Fe noticeable, but perhaps the birds will
holding the crowd at bay. The police 9.25.
county.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THfflM
later don their red jackets. The young reserves rushed the blacks into the
Receipts, 4,000; market,
Sheep
Scarlet Fever Epidemic at Albuquer- robins quite captivated the ladies in
corridor. Some of the prisoners steady. Muttons $4.005.00; lambs
jail
que "The board of nealth yesterday the land office, but the little birds are were ciUObed.
They were remanded $7.008.25; fed wethers and yearCO
DRY
afternoon took official cognizance of still apparently too shy to warble to
on new charges without bail, lings $4.756.00; fed western ewes
jail
cases that familiar
the fact that some twenty-threditty: "Tell Me Pretty xheir cases wjn come before the $3.754.75.
of scarlet fever are now under quar- Maiden."
Chicago, 111., July 7. Cattle Regrand jury.
antine in the city by holding a lengthy
Two men are in the hospital, shot ceipts, 10,000; market, 10 lower.
H. A. Owen Resigns H. A. Owen,
meeting at which the conditions were formerly of this city, has resigned as in the back, and five are suffering Beeves $5.358.50; Texas steers $4.25
fully discussed and a detailed circular n member of the faculty of the New from knife wounds as a result of dis-- i
western steersi $5.257.25;
6.G5;
to the public issued." Albuquerque
Mexico Normal school at Silver City,-- ' orders. Four victims of the clubs of stockers and feeders $3.70 5.75; cows
Journal.
to accept the superintendency of the policemen are also being patched up and heifers $2.856.90; calves $6.25
Telephone Red 35 ami have I
A Valuable Reward for "The Lost schools at
in the municipal ward.
8.25.
Orosi, Cal.
your orders delivered
Heiress" at the Elks' tonight.
Developing the Pictures.
Hogs
Reecipts, 15,000; market,
Confirmation
Services
New York, July 7. The moving pic- 10 cents lower. Light $9.209.40;
Tonight
INCORPORATES.
RAILROAD
NEW
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something
ture films of the Jeffries-JohnsoBishop Kendrick will hold confirmamixed $9.059.40; heavy $S.709.25;
cool and invitingtion services at the Church of the
fight, now the object of a campaign rough $8.709.00';
good to choice
(Continued from Page One.)
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
of opposition embracing the entire heavy $9.009.25; pigs $9.159.25.
Holy Faith at 7:45 o'clock tonight.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
There are four persons to be con- tion 6, of the enabling act of June 20,: nation, are being Drought east trom
Receipts, 18,000; market
Sheep
firmed. Assisting the bishop will bei 1910 (Public No. 219)
S
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
"That Reno in a special car, being develop-i- 10 and 15 cents lower. Natives $3.00
provides:
the Rev. F. W. Pratt, minister in
Till they reach New
addition to sections sixteen and.ed en route.
4.75; western $3.00g4.60; yearlings
SANTA
BOTTLENG
charge of the church here and the thirty-siheretofore granted to the York on Friday no decision will be $4.505.75; lambs native $4.858.25;
All drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KR1CK, Proprietor 3 Rev. ".I. G. Mythen, rector of the Epis- Territory of New Mexico, sections two made by the owners of the pictures, western $5.006.00.
copal church at Carlsbad and who is and thirty-twin every township in the American Vitagraph Company, as
visiting the Rev. Mr. Pratt.
said proposed state not otherwise ap- to the method of fighting the opposiThere is always some person at one
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub propriated at the date of the passage tion that has suddenly developed.
or another who has printing to be
time
&
in operation.
S. F. Water
It was decided today on good auLight of this act, are hereby granted to the
done
and if the work is to be first
Co.
likelithere
is
that
however,
common
said state for the support of
thority,
the New Mexican job printing
class
a
of
hood
legal battle in an endeavor
How it Feels at El Paso "While schools."
can fill tlhe bill. Why get
department
to
force
cities
the
into
those
in
of
In
view
the
of
the
the
pictures
delicate
thermometer
additional
up
grant
SATISFACTION ASSURED
isn't first class, any way,
that
printing
have
as
which
,
barred
them
the result
Southwestern building where the gov- sections two and thirty-twoyou will
FIRST GLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
ernment weather dispensary is locat- allow no appropriation of lands in of the race riots which followed the since appearance today is of such
ed only showed 101 degrees as maxi- such sections adverse to the proposed prize fight
HACK SERVICE
The films are in cnarge of J. S.
mum, even that was pretty high. Of state, by entry, filing, location, selecan(1 Sa(1(lle HorseS
course, it wras much hotter down in tion, or otherwise, except in cases Blackton, who superintended their Rebound When excellent wont can
the street. The real test came last where an entry or filing might be al- - taking. With him is the president of be done right at home. Consult the
KSB&5SH
night. There was little air stirring, lowed, under existing regulations, for the company which bought the rights New Mexican Bindery.

Minor City Topics
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CASH

4

thirty-Ver-

y

MARKET REPORT

GROCERY AND BAKERY

1
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F. ANDREWS
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SPECIAL
SALE
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ADOLF SELIGMAN
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As we get along toward midsummer, in the clothing business, we
begin 'to look forward to the coming fall; the new goods are ordered for you for fall and winter; that means we ought to clean up
our spring and summer stocks and dispose of all the goods we
have on hands. Now that means that we must offer some sort of
extra inducement that will make it worth while to buy, even if you
have already bought summer clothes; you'll never have more than
enough of our kind.
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
clothes are always bargains at the prices we ask for them; they're
worth the money, the value is in them. That makes a reduced price
all the more attractive on such clothes, its like finding money.
HERE ARE
Suits that have been $30.00 now $25.00
it
it
25.00 " 20.00
it
it
22.50 " 17.50
it

it

20.00

"

15.00

copy rigut Hart bclianuer
'

ip

hTh-

"

Marx
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